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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As part of an overall effort to upgrade and streamline methodologies for safety analyses of

nonreactor nuclear facilities at the Savannah River Site (SRS), a human error data base has been

developed and is presented in this report.

The data base fulfills several needs of risk analysts supporting safety analysis report (SAR)

development. First, it provides a single source for probabilities or rates for a wide variety of human

errors associated with the SRS nonreactor nuclear facilities. Second, it provides a documented basis

for human error probabilities or rates. And finally, it provides actual SRS-specific human error data

to support many of the error probabilities or rates. Use of a single, documented reference source for

human errors, supported by SRS-specific human error data, will improve the consistency and

accuracy of human error modeling by SRS risk analysts.

It is envisioned that SRS risk analysts will use this report as both a guide to identifying the

types of human errors that may need to be included in risk models such as fault and event trees, and

as a source for human error probabilities or rates. For each human error in this report, three different

mean probabilities or rates are presented to cover a wide range of conditions and influencing factors.

The risk analysts must decide which mean value is most appropriate for each particular application. If

other types of human errors are needed for the risk models, the analyst must use other sources.

Finally, if human errors are dominant in the quantified risk models (based on the values obtained

from this report), then it may be appropriate to perform detailed human reliability analyses (HRAs)

for the dominant events. This document does not provide guidance for such refined HRAs; in such

cases experienced human reliability analysts should be involved.

ES-1
p
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ABSTRACT

As part of an overall effort to upgrade and streamline methodologies for safety analyses of

nonreactor nuclear facilities at the Savannah River Site (SRS), a human error data base has been

developed. The data base includes models and quantification results tor 35 representative human

errors. For 16 of the human errors, the recommended human error probabilities or rates are based

solely on generic models developed from industry literature (i.e., no actual SRS data available). SRS-

specific data were collected for 19 of the 35 human errors. Of these 19 human errors, the final

recommended values for two errors were based solely on the actual SRS-specific data.

Recommended SRS-specific human error probabilities or rates were obtained by combining the

generic models with the SRS-specific data for the remaining 17 human errors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As part of an overall effort to upgrade and streamline methodologies for safety analyses of

nonreactor nuclear facilities at the Savannah River Site (SRS), a human error data base has been

developed. The data base includes models and quantification results for 35 representative human

errors. For 16 of the human errors, the recommended human error probabilities or rates are based

solely on the generic models (i.e., no actual SRS-specific data available). SRS-specific data were

collected for 19 of the 35 errors. Of these 19 human errors, the final recommended values for two

errors were based solely on the actual SRS-specific data. Recommended SRS-specific error

probabilities or rates were obtained by combining the generic models with the SRS-specific data for

the remaining 17 human errors.

The data base fulfills several needs of risk analysts supporting safety analysis report (SAR)

development. First, it provides a single source for probabilities or rates for a wide variety of human

errors associated with the SRS nonreactor nuclear facilities. Second, it provides a documented basis

for human error probabilities or rates. And finally, it provides actual SRS-specific human error data

to support many of the error probabilities or rates. Use of a single, documented reference source for

human errors, supported by SRS-specific human error data, will improve the consistency and

accuracy of human error modeling by SRS risk analysts.

It is envisioned that SRS risk analysts will use this report as both a guide to identifying the

types of human errors that may need to be included in risk models such as fault and event trees, and a

source for human error probabilities or rates. For each human error in this report, three different

mean probabilities or rates are presented to cover a wide range of conditions and influencing factors.

These results are shown in Table 4. The risk analysts must decide which mean value is most

appropriate for each particular application. If other types of human errors are needed for the risk

models, the analyst must use a source other than this document to derive error frequencies and

demands. It is suggested that methods should be used that are similar to those used in the Section 3.3

Model Development Guidelines. Error frequencies are best extracted from a data base reporting

system (e.g., SRS Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System). Arriving at an accurate number of

demands for a specific operation and time frame will require investigation into the facility's process

records, interviews with subject matter experts, and interviews with facility personnel. Finally, if

human errors are dominant in the quantified risk models (based on the values obtained from this

report), then it may be appropriate to perform detailed human reliability analyses (HRAs) for the

dominant events. This document does not provide guidance for such refined HRAs; in such cases

experienced human reliability analysts should be involved.

1
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Steps in this project included the following:

_ develop a comprehensive list of human errors used in SRS risk models of nonreactor nuclear
facilities

_ develop generic quantification models for the resultant list of human errors

_ collect SRS-specific human error data

_ develop SRS-specific human error rates based on the generic model results and the SRS-
specific data using a Bayesian update process 1

_ obtain external peer review and modify results as necessary.

Each step is discussed in the following sections.
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2. REPRESENTATIVE HUMAN ERRORS

A representative list of human errors appropriate for risk models of SRS nonreactor nuclear

facilities is presented in Table 1. This list was generated from a review of the following:

_ existing SRS nonreactor nuclear facility risk models 0,B-Line, H-Canyon, Plutonium Storage

Facility, F and H Area Waste Tanks, In-Tank Processing, Consolidated Incinerator Facility,

Solid Waste Disposal Facility, Savannah River Technology Center Laboratory Facilities, and

772-F Laboratory)

_ the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) SAR upgrade

_ actual human errors that occurred at the SRS H-Canyon (1991 - present), as reported in the

SRS Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System. 2

• From this review approximately 25 representative human error events were identified. The list was

expanded to the final 35 by the addition of transportation, container handling, and excavation events.

The final list of 35 human error events is meant to be relatively complete for SRS nonreactor nuclear

facility risk analyses; _owever, each new risk analysis may require events that have not been included.

The human error events in Table 1 have been grouped into the following types:

1. basic

2. complex

a. maintenance and testing

b. facility operations

c. mobile equipment operation

d. accident response.

This grouping is not essential for the subsequent generic model development and data collection, but

is provided as a guide to risk analysts in locating and understanding the human error events.

Human error events are often grouped into pre-accident, initiator, and post-accident, A

review of Table 1 indicates that almost all of the events are pre-accident or initiators, with very few in

the post-accident category (events 30 through 35 in Table 1). This is typical for nonreactor nuclear

facility SARs where the focus is on initiating events.
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3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

3.1 GENERIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Generic human error model development involved the identification of applicable human

error models for each of the events discussed in Section 2 and quantification of the models for

several different sets of influence factors or situations. This is discussed in the Generic Model Section

associated with each human error modeled in this report. In some cases the generic models reflect

specific practices at the SRS; however, the models do not include any influence from actual SRS-

specific human error data. Collection of aetu',d SRS-specific human error data and their use in

modifying the generic results are discussed in the SRS-Specific Model and Recommended SRS-

Specific Model Sections.

The process of developing and quantifying the generic human error models included several

steps:

1. a survey of DOE sites to identify current HRA practices and any available human error data

2. development of guidelines for generic model selection and quantification

3. actual generic model selection, application, and quantification.

Each step is described below.

3.2 DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITES SURVEY

The DOE sites survey had two main purposes:

_ identify current and proposed methods for quantifying human errors

_ identify any actual site human error data.

The survey included the following sites:

_ Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL)

_ EG&G Idaho, Incorporated (EGG)

_ Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company (WINCO)

_ Rocky Flats Plant (RFP)

_ Sandia National Laboratory (SNL)

_ Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).

4
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Results of the survey indicated that two main HRA models were typically used to quantify

human errors: Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) as described in the Handbook

of Human Reliability Analysis with Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant Applications 3 (hereafter

referred to as the Handbook) and the Accident Sequence Evaluation Program Human Reliability

Analysis Procedure 4 (hereafter referred to as ASEP). ASEP is a simplified and generally

conservative derivative of the Handbook. ORNL recently published a report providing guidance for

applying THERP to nonreactor facilities. 5

In addition to TI-IERP and ASEP, the DOE sites have made more limited use of several other

human reliability models. These include the following:

_ human cognitive reliability (HCR)6

INTENT 7

_ actual national or regional data for transportation accidents

_ expert, judgment elicitation. 8

None of the DOE sites surveyed have a site-specific human error data base. Some have

records flog books, incident reports, and others) that could be reviewed to identify actual human

errors. The SRS is the most advanced in this area, with its computerized SRS Risk Assessment Fault

Tree Data Banks System. However, even this system has only failure event data. To convert such

event data to failure probabilities or rates, information on the numbers of demands or opportunities

must be collected. (Such an effort is described in Section 3.4 of this report.)

3.3 MODEL DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

Considerations for developing generic human error models involved the types of human

actions and the quantification approach. The types of human actions that were considered are

discussed in Section 2 The quantification approach includes several topics: level of conservatism

desired in the results, distinction between mean and median values, multiple results for each event to

cover a variety of situations, and rounding scheme for results. Each is discussed below.
-

The DOE sites survey indicated that several types of human error models are used, but with

THERP and ASEP being predominant. The models considered for this project include all of those

identified in the survey except for ASEP. ASEP was not considered because more detail, more
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flexibility, and less conservatismwere desiredthan arc availablewith this model.

In the selection and quantification of human errormodels, best estimate or conservatively

high results can be obtained, depending upon the structure of the model, the allowance for extra

recoveries, and the basic human error probabilities or rates chosen to insert into the model. In this

project, the goal was to strive for results that leaned more towards best estimate than towards

conservatively high.

Risk analysis models are often quantified in two ways. The first involves using mean values

for all of the basic events in the models to obtain a best estimate (interpreted to be a mean) result.

The second involves determining the uncertainty distribution for the complex event by propagating

error factors for the basic events through the THERP models to obtain an uncertainty distribution for

the result. In order to fulfill both quantification needs, the generic models were quantified to obtain

both mean failure probabilities and uncertainty distribution information for each of the human

errors. Therefore, when sources such as the Handbook were used for basic human error rates, all

values interpreted to be medians were first convened to means before use in the models. Assuming a

lognormal distribution, the relationship of the mean to the median is the following:

mean/median = exp {0.5[(lnEF) / 1.645] 2 } (3.3-1)

where EF = error factor (95th percentile / 50th percentile)

In = natural logarithm.

Given human error models for each event, each model was quantified to obtain three mean

failure probabilities: low, nominal, and high. Each value represents a mean error probability or rate

for a different set of conditions. The low mean value is representative of instances where most

influencing factors such as training, quality of procedures, environment, and others are better than

average. The nominal mean value is representative of instances where most influencing factors are

average, while the high mean value is appropriate where most influencing factors are worse than

average.

The risk analyst's choice of high, nominal, or low human error probability values is

determined by making subjective assessments of the significant influences on human actions.

Some of the more prominent influences on human actions are the quality of administrative controls,

procedures, training, organizational culture, situational stress, and the design of the man-machine

interface. Department of Energy and commercial nuclear industry orders, regulations, standards,

and guidelines provide the detailed information for evaluating the influences on human actions.

The Handbook can be consulted for guidance on evaluating human actions traditionally associated

6
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with nuclear facility operation. Fire fighting, excavating, mobile crane operations, and transport

vehicle operations have their own industry standards that must be consulted,

Qualitative assessments of excellent, very good, good, fair, and poor are determined by

comparing the appropriate influences on the human action being evaluated to the appropriate

regulations, standards, and/or guidelines. If the influences are positive-contribute to lower error

probabilities-they would be rated good, very good, or excellent based on the degree to which they

meet or exceed regulations, standards, and/or guidelines. If the influences fall below requirements,

a fair or poor rating would be assigned. This results in higher error probabilities. Information on

the quality of the influencing factors can be obtained by reviewing evaluation reports and abnormal

event data bases or by conducting interviews with subject matter experts.

Situational stress depends on the scenario that is being modeled. Perception of personal

safety, external stimuli (e.g., alarms, flashing lights, voices, etc.), training and experience are

major contributors in determining stress levels. Low or nominal human error probabilities are used

in situations of normal operation, planned process transients (process startup, shutdown, batch

process operations including material transfers, etc.) and frequent minor off normal occurrences.

Nominal or high stress probabilities apply for less frequent, more significant off normal

occurrences (loss of offsite power, environmental releases, material leaks and spills, etc.), and

post major event situations (__.2 hours after earthquake, tornado, explosions, etc.). High stress

probabilities apply to situations where effects are direct on personnel (e.g., personal well-being
i

threatened). Situations of this nature are earthquakes where major structural or equipment damage

has occurred, tornadoes that strike the facility where personnel are located, explosions/f'tres where

personnel are close enough to perceive a loud noise, flame or smoke, and criticality accidents

where personnel are at or near the scene.

Each resulting human error probability or rate was considered to have lognorrnal

distribution, characterized by a mean and an EF. Each mean value obtained from each generic

human error model was rounded to 1, 3, or 5 times the appropriate power of ten.

OriginalNumber RoundedNumber

7.5x10n > Yxl0n _>4.0x10n 5x10n

4.0x10n > Yxl0n __.2.0x10n 3x10n

2.0x10n > Yxl0n _>7.5x10(n-1) lxl0 n

WhereYxl0n representsthe meanvaluebeingroundedandn is anegativeinteger.

7
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This rounding scheme lies between rounding to one significant figure and rounding to 1 or 3

times the appropriate power of ten, which was employed in the Reactor Risk Study, or WASH-1400. 9

Although initial estimates of EFs were obtained from the models (where sufficient information is

provided), the final EFs were obtained from the guidelines n Table 2. These guidelines were used

because some of the generic models did not provide information on EFs and there do not appear to

be strong bases for the EFs in the Handbook. The guidelines for selecting EFs in Table 2 are based

on three common practices. The first is to keep the EFs simple (and somewhat consistent with the

rounding scheme for the mean values). The second is to keep the 95th percentile (median times EF)

below 1.9. The third is to have the EF increase as the mean probability decreases. These rounding

schemes are felt to be appropriate for a generic data base. The rounding schemes discussed above

are consistent with the rounding schemes used in the development of the SRS generic data base for

component hardware failures. 10 The rounded nominal, high, and low mean HEPs and EFs from each

Generic Model section are presented in the Generic Model column of Table 3.

3.4 SRS-SPECIFIC HUMAN ERROR DATA COLLECTION

Many of the genetic human error models in this report are based on models, data, or

estimates derived for applications at commercial nuclear reactors. In order to strengthen the basis for

the generic models to SRS facilities, SRS-specific human error data were collected. The SRS data

was then used to adjust the genetic models. Several sources for SRS human error data were used. A

major source was the SRS Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System. 2 This computerized data

bank includes nonreactor events found in various facility log books, incident reports, and many other

SRS documents. The other major source was the SRS reactor data base (REAC), coveting events at

the SRS reactors. 11 Finally, other sources for events included various specialized records for

facilities and interviews with facility subject matter experts.

For the human error data to be useful for this project,estimatesof the numbers of demands

or opportunities for such errors were also needed. These estimates were obtained from interviews

with facility personnel or reviews of procedures and other facility-specific documents and records.

The SRS-specific human error data are summarized in Table 3. The collection efforts or

sources of the data are discussed in the SRS-Specific Model sections for each of the human errors

modeled in this report.
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3.5 RECOMMENDED SRS-SPECIFIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The recommended SRS human error rates and probabilities were obtained by using the

rounded generic model results as priors and the SRS-specific model results as the evidence in the

Bayesian updates. For events with no SRS-specific data, tl,e generic model results were also the

recommended SRS results. Likewise, for the two events with no generic model results the SRS-

specific data were used as the recommended SRS results. This process is analogous to updating

generic component failure rates with facility-specific data.

For human error events that are per demand, operation, or mile, the Bayesian update process

fits the prior distribution to a beta distribution and the posterior is also then a beta distribution (which

is converted to a lognormal distribution). The process is the following 1 :

1. Fit the prior lognormal distribution to a beta distribution

_t + B + 1 = (1 - Mn 1 )/{Mn ! [exp((ln(EF 1 )/1.645) 2 ). 1]} (3.5-1)

cx= Mn 1 [(ct + 1]+ 1) - 1] (3.5-2)

where Mn 1 = mean of prior lognormal distribution (Generic Model)

EF 1 = EF of prior lognormal distribution (Generic Model)

2. Identify the SRS-specific data (evidence)

n = number of events (SRS-Specific Model)

D = number of demands (SRS-Specific Model)

3. Determine the beta distribution for the posterior

Mn 2 = (ix + n)/[(cz + B + 1) + D - 1] (3.5-3)

EF 2 = exp{1.645[(ln(1 + (1 - Mn 2)/(Mn 2 (cx+ 13+ 1 + D)))) 0.5 ]} (3.5-4)

where Mn 2 = mean of posterior beta distribution

EF 2 = EF of posterior beta distribution

4. Convert to lognormal posterior

Mn 3 = Mn 2 (3.5-5)

EF 3 = EF 2 (3.5-6)

where Mn 3 --"mean of posterior lognormal distribution

EF 3 = EF of posterior lognormal distribution.

9
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If the human error event is per hour, then a gamma prior distribution is used, resulting in a gamma

posterior distribution (which is converted to a lognormal distribution). The process is the followingl:

1. Fit the prior lognormal distribution to a gamma distribution

a = {exp[(In(EF1)/1.645)2 ]. I}-I (3.5-7)

13= ¢x/Mn I (3.5-8)

where Mn I = mean of priorIognormaldistribution(GenericModel)

EF I = EF ofpriorIognormaldistribution(GenericModel)

2. Identify the SRS-specific data (evidence)

n = number of events (SRS-Specific Model)

T = exposure time (SRS-Specific Model)

3. Determine the gamma distribution for the posterior

Mn 2 = (tx + n)/(l] + T) (3.5-9)

EF 2 = exp{ 1.645[ln((ct+ n + 1)/(ct + n))] 0.5 } (3.5-10)

where Mn 2 = mean of posterior gamma distribution

EF 2 = EF of posterior gamma distribution

4. Convert to lognormal posterior

Mn 3 = Mn2 (3.5-11)

EF 3 = EF 2 (3.5-12)

where Mn 3 = mean of posterior lognormal distribution

EF 3 = EF of posterior lognormal distribution.

The results of the Bayesian updates and the recommended human error probabilities or rates

for the SRS are presented in Table 3. Table 4 is the recommended table to be consulted to obtain

human error probabilities or rates.

10
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3.6 MODELS AND RESULTS

3.6.1 Failure of Administrative Control

The failure of administrative control involves the failure of personnel to follow a policy or

procedure. Factors that influence errors in following administrative controls are organizational

culture, training, quality of administrative controls, accessibility of documents, and tempting shortcuts

in the actions described in the controls.

3.6.1.1 Generic Model

Table 20-6 in the Handbook, "Estimated HEPs [human error probabilities] Related to Failure

of Administrative Control" provides the error probabilities for this event. When following a

documented policy or normal operating procedure under normal circumstances, Table 20-6, Item 1

applies and lists a mean HEP of 1.6E-2 (median = 1.0E-2), with an EF of five. This is considered to

be the nominal case mean value for this human error. This nominal value should also be used for

emergency or abnormal operating procedures. The Handbook indicates that operators seek the

assurances of these procedures during stressful situations, making their use more probable. For the

same situation where documents and training are poor quality, the upper uncertainty bound from the

Handbook was used to obtain a mean HEP of 8.0E-2 (median = 5.0E-2), with an EF of five. This is

the high mean value. Finally, for a routine, shiftly inspection or checking function, Item 2 in

Table 20-6 lists a mean probability of 1.3E-3 (median = 1.0E-3), with an EF of three. This is the

low mean value.

3.6.1.2 SRS-Specific Model

While searching the REAC data base for potential miscalibration events, three events sets were

identified involving failure to perform a periodic calibration at the required time. 12 Such failures

were categorized as failures of administrative control. The event sets are: (1) For axial flux monitors,

five failures were identified over the period 1971 through 1988. For this system during that period,

454 demands (requirements for calibrations) occurred. (2) For flow monitors in the primary water

system, one failure was identified in 212 demands. (3) Finally, for flow monitors in the secondary

water system, no failures were identified in 212 demands.

3.6.1.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

The three event sets discussed in section 3.6.1.2 were applied to the generic model nominal

11
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case in section 3.6.1.1, using the Bayesian update process. The percentchange of the generic

nominal case to the nominal recommendedvalue was applied to adjustthe high andlow generic

values to obtain high andlow recommendedvalues, respectively.

Using the Genetic Model results as the priorand the SRS-Specific Model as the posteriorin

the Bayesian updateprocess and roundingthe results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human errorprobabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 5.0E-3 EF = 10 Use: Typical circumstances

High Mean Value: 5.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Unusual circumstances

Low Mean Value: 5.0E-4 EF = 10 Use: Routine,repetitive

circumstances

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

errorprobabilitiesor rates.

3.6.2 Failure to Respond to Compelling Signal

Failure to notice or respond to an alarm,annunciator,or other compelling signal includes any

type of visual warningdevice that functions in conjunction with an audible signal. The most

common device of this natureis a translucentplastic tile inscribed with a message and back lit when

activated.At the time the tile becomes lit an audiblesignal is generated to draw attentionto the alarm.

This event also applies to alarmmessages displayed on a cathode ray tube (CRT) display. Factors

that influence the ability to notice and respondto alarms are environmental factors (noise, lighting,

etc.), display design (e.g., whethercritical alarms aremixed with minoralarms), numberof alarms or

annunciators,training, and experience.

3.6.2.1 Generic Model

Tables 20-23 and 20-24 in the Handbookare applicable to this situation. Table 20-23, "The

AnnunciatorResponse Model: EstimatedHEPs for Multiple Annunciators Alarming Closely in

Time," is the most pertinent for this application. The mean values for all three situations presented

alreadyinclude stress effects and should not be increased again in considerationof stress effects.

Table 20-23, Item 6k, for 4-6 alarms, representsthe nominal case mean value. This nominal situation

results in a mean HEP of 1.3E-2 (median = 5.0E-3), with an EF of ten. Item 10k in the same table

was selected for the high case of seven or more alarmsresulting in a mean HEP of 1.3E-I (median =

5.0E-2), with an EF of ten. This is the high mean value. Finally, Table 20-23, Item 3k is used to

12
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model one to three alarms. One to three alarms results in a mean HEP of 2.7E-3 (median = 1.0E-3),

with an EF of ten. This is the low mean value.

3.6.2.2 SRS-Speciflc Model

No SRS-specific datawere availablefor this humanerror.

3.6.2.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific datawere available for this human error,the generic model results,

roundedas discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommendedSRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-2 EF - 5 Use: Several competing signals

High Mean Value: 1.0E-I EF = 3 Use: Many competing signals

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-3 EF ---10 Use: Few competing signals

The calculated results are summarizedin Table 3. Table4 should be consulted to obtain human

errorprobabilitiesor rates.

3.6.3 Failure to Verify Within Control Room

This error involves a failure to select the correctinstrument forverification, or given the

correct selection, failure to verify within the control room the status of the instrument when requested

or indicated by procedure. Influencing factors include the layout of instrumentation or indicators,

time available, training, and experience.

3.6.3.1 Generic Model

This action is composed of an error of commission and omission. Tables 20-9, 20-10, 20-11,

20-25, and 20-26 in the Handbook all have some degree of applicability to the situation for the

errors of commission. Table 20-11, "Estimated HEPs for Errors of Commission in Check-Reading

Displays," Item 6, best represents the type of action intended, and the HEP is the most conservative

(highest) of those for this type of action. Table 20-11 represents procedure-driven checking as well

as general scanning. The commission error HEP for verifying the status of an instrument in a

control room under nominal conditions is a median value of 6.0E-3 with an EF of three. Table 20-7,

"Estimated Probabilities of Errors of Omission per Item of Instruction When Use of Written

Procedures is Specified" quantifies the error of omission. Table 20-7, Item 2, for correctly using a
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procedure with a long list and checkoff provisions, gives an error of omission median value of 3.0E-3

with an EF of three. The errors of omission and commission were combined by adding. The

combined nominal mean HEP is 1.1E-2 (median = 9.0E-3) with an EF of three. This is considered

to be the nominal case mean value.

Under very high stress conditions, multipliers from Table 20-16, "Modification of Estimated

HEPs for the Effects of Stress and Experience Levels," can be used to adjust the nominal HEP for off-

normal conditions. Instrument and control status verification is a procedure-guided step-by-step

action, so the appropriate row of Table 20-16 was used. Also, training and qualification requirements

make the "skilled operator" column the appropriate data source for this application. For very high

stress, Item 6a indicates that a multiplier of five be used to adjust the nominal value, resulting in a

mean HEP of 5.6E-2 (median = 4.5E-2), with an EF of three. This is the high mean value. Finally,

the low mean value was obtained by combining nominal conditions with the lowest HEP in

Table 20-11, Items 1 or 2, and Table 20-7, Item 1, resulting in a mean HEP of 2.5E-3 (median =

2.0E-3), with an EF of three. The low case assumes excellent, easily read and interpreted displays

(e.g., digital readout displays) are in use at the facility.

3.6.3.2 SRS-Specific Model

No SRS-specific data were available for this human error.

3.6.3.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Good layout, procedure-driven

High Mean Value: 5.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Poor layout, scanning effort
!

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-3 EF = 10 Use: Excellent layout, procedure-

driven

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6A Failure to Verify Outside Control Room

This error involves a failure to select the correct instrument for verification, or given the

correct selection, failure to verify outside the control room the status of the instrument when

requested or indicated by procedure. Influencing factors include the layout of instrumentation, time

available, training, experience, and environmental factors (lighting, housekeeping, need for protective

clothing, etc.).

3.6.4.1 Generic Model

This action is composed of an error of commission and omission. Tables 20-9, 20-10, 20-11,

20-25, and 20-26 in the Handbook all have some degree of applicability to this situation for the error

of commission. As in Section 3.6.3, Table 20-11, Item 6, best represents the type of action intended

for the error of commission and is the most conservative (highest value) for this type of action.

Table 20-7, Item 2, is used for the error of omission. The errors of omission and commission were

combined by adding. Typically, environments outside the control room are not as favorable as

inside. To reflect the environmental influences that may increase the chance of error, the nominal

median HEP in Section 3.6.3, 9.0E-3, was adjusted to its upper uncertainty bound by multiplying the

HEP by its error factor of three. For the nominal case, the resulting mean HEP is 3.4E-2 (median =

2.7E-2), with an EF of three. As in Section 3.6.3, an adjustment for stress (a multiplier of five) was

made to the nominal value to obtain the high result for this event. The high mean value is 1.8E-1

(median = 1.4E-l), with an EF of three. The low mean HEP uses values from Table 20-11, Items 1

or 2, combined with Table 20-7, Item 1, (each value increased by its EF of three). The low mean

HEP is 7.5E-3 (median - 6.0E-3), with an EF of three.

3.6.4.2 SRS-Specific Model

No SRS-specific data were available for this human error.

3.6.4.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 3.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Good layout, procedure-driven

High Mean Value: 1.0E- 1 EF = 3 Use: Poor layout, scanning effort

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Excellent layout, procedure-

driven
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The calculatedresults are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

errorprobabilitiesor rates.

3.6.5 Error in Selecting Control Within Control Room

This operatoraction failure probability involves selecting the wrong control or improperly

operatinga control in the control room when requested or indicatedby procedure. Factors that

influence control selection and operation are the layout of controls, training, experience, and time

available.

3.6.5.1 Generic Model

This action is composed of an errorof omission and commission. Table 20-12, "Estimated

Probabilities of Errorsof Commission in OperatingManual Controls," Item 2, in the Handbook

addresses control selection and operation common to facilities being considered for the errorof

commission. For the nominal case, the median commission HEP is 3.0E-3, with an EF of three.

Table 20-7, "EstimatedProbabilities of Errors of Omission per Item of InstructionWhen Use of

WrittenProcedures is Specified," quantifies the error of omission. Table 20-7, Item 2, for correctly

using a procedurewith a long list and checkoff provisions, gives an errorof omission median value

of 3.0E-3 with an EF of three. The errors of omission and commission were combined by adding.

The combined nominal mean HEP is 7.5E-3 (median = 6.0E-3) with an EF of three. Under

very high stress conditions, a multiplier from Table 20-16, "Modifications of Estimated HEPs for the

Effects of Stress and Experience Levels," was used to adjust the nominal HEP for off-normal

conditions. Control selection and operation is a procedure-guided step-by-step action so the

appropriate row of Table 20-16 was used. Also, training and qualification requirements make the

"skilled operator" column the appropriate data source for this application. For the very high stress

case, Item 6a indicates a multiplier of five. Therefore, the high value mean HEP is 3.8E-2 (median =

3.0E-2), with an EF of three. For the low value, nominal conditions were assumed and the lowest

value in Table 20-12, Item 4, was combined with Table 20-7, Item 1. This produced a low value

mean HEP of 1.9E-3 (median = 1.5E-3), with an EF of three. This HEP represents easily identified

and operated controls.

3.6.5.2 SRS-Specific Model

No SRS-specific data were available for this human error.
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3.6.5.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Good layout, procedure-driven

High Mean Value: 3.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Poor layout, scanning effort

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-3 EF ---10 Use: Excellent layout, procedure-

driven

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.

3.6.6 Error in Selecting Control or Valve Outside Control Room

This operator action failure probability involves an error in selecting a control or a manually

operated valve or damper, or improperly operating a control outside the control room when

requested or indicated by procedure. Factors that influence control selection and operation are the

layout of controls, training, experience, time available, and environmental factors (lighting,

housekeeping, need for protective clothing, etc.).

3.6.6.1 Generic Model

This action is composed of an error of omission and commission. Tables 20-12, 20-13, 20-

14, and 20-15 in the Handbook all have some degree of applicability to this situation for the error of

commission. Table 20-12, "Estimated Probabilities of Errors of Commission in Operating Manual

Controls," Item 11 and Table 20-13, "Estimated HEPs for Selection Errors for Locally Operated

Valves," Item 3, describe common field situations and both have mean HEPs of 6.3E-3 (median =

5.0E-3), with an EF of three. Since the tables used are based on field operation, no additional

adjustment is required to reflect conditions experienced outside the control room. Table 20-7, Item

2, is used for the error of omission. The errors of omission and commission were combined by

i adding. Therefore, the nominal case mean HEP is 1.0E-2 (median = 8.0E-3), with an EF of three.

Under very high stress conditions, a multiplier from Table 20-16, "Modification of Estimated HEPs

for the Effects of Stress and Experience Levels," was used to adjust the nominal HEP for off-normal

conditions. Control selection and operation is a procedure-guided step-by-step action, so the

appropriate row of Table 20-16 was used. Training and qualification requirements make the "skilled

operator" column the correct data source for this application. For very high stress, Item 6a indicates a
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multiplierof five is appropriate. Therefore, the high mean HEP is 5.0E-2 (median = 4.0E-2), with an

EF of three. The low mean HEP was determinedusing the nominal conditions but with a lower basic

HEP value (Table 20-13, Item 1, combined with Table 20-7, Item 1). The low mean HEP is 2.5E-3

(median = 2.0E-3), with an EF of three.

3.6.6.2 SRS-Specific Model

No SRS-specific data were available for this human error.

3.6.6.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-2 EF -- 5 Use: Good layout, procedure-driven

High Mean Value: 5.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Poor layout, scanning effort

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-3 EF - 10 Use: Excellent layout, procedure-

driven

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.

3.6.7 Communication Error

A communication error is any error in sending or receiving instructions, responses, or results

by face-to-face conversation, by telephone, by walkie-talkie, or by a public address (PA) system.

Communication is influenced by communication mode, environmental factors (noise, distance, etc.),

message length, and communication procedure.

3.6.7.1 Generic Model

Table 20-8, "Estimated Probabilities of Error in Recalling Oral Instruction Items Not Written

Down," in the Haadbook provides human error probabilities for verbal communication. Column B

of Table 20-8 provides error probabilities for communication that requires all detailed items to be

recalled, but in no particular order. The second half of the table, Items 6-10, specify the HEPs for

oral instructions that are general. Item 8b involves recalling instructions with up to three instruction

i.tems and was used to model complex information. For complex information, the mean HEP is
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4.8E-2 (median= 3.0E-2), with an EF of five. This HEP was used for the nominal case. For very

complex information,underhigh stress, or when communication is degraded,Item 10b was used.

This results in a mean HEP of 4.8E-1 (median= 3.0E-l), with an EF of five for the high value. Item

6b was used to model simple informationinvolving one instructionitem or idea. The mean HEP for

recalling one instructionitem is 1.3E-3 (median = 1.0E-3), with an EF of three. This was used as the

low HEP.

3.6.7.2 SRS-Specific Model

No SRS-specific data were availablefor this human error.

3.6.7.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 5.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Moderate Information

High Mean Value: 5.0E-1 EF = 2 Use: Complex Information

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-3 EF = 10 Use: Simple Information

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

errorprobabilitiesor rates.

3.6.8 Checker Verification Error

The failure of checker verification addresses a checker failing to verify an action. For credit

to be taken for verification, the action must be described in a written procedure or other document.

Other influencing factors include ease of verification, time available, training, and experience. The

checker verification discussed in this section is conducted under normal operating or maintenance

conditions. The checker is assumed to be fully dedicated to the verification action with no other

coincident responsibilities.

3.6.8.1 Generic Model

Table 20-22, "Estimated Probabilities That a Checker Will Fail To Detect Errors Made By

Others," is applicable to this case. A checker checking an action in which he is not an active

participant but will be "alerted", is modeled by Table 20-22, Item 3. For checking in an "alerted"
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situation, the mean HEP is 8.0E-2 (median = 5.0E-2) with an EF of five. This type of checking is

a task that is not part of an operator'snormal daily tasks, and the checker would be expected to

approach the task with a higher level of alertness and attention. An operatorchecking restoration

of an emergency diesel generator following an annual test is a specific example. This was used as

the mean value for the nominal case.

Checking an action which involves routine general checking without using written materials

is modeled by Table 20-22, Item 2. The mean HEP is 3.2E-1 (median = 2.0E-l) with an EF of

five. Examples of this type of checking include verifying positions of locally operated valves,

switches, and circuit breakers. This is the high mean value.

Whenever the checking action involves active participation by the checker, the HEP is

modeled by Table 20-22, Item 4. The mean HEP is 1.6E-2 (median = 1.0E-2) with an EF of five.

Examples of this type of checking are tasks that involve hands-on activities such as using an

instrument for some measurement (e.g., torque wrench, calipers, gas analyzer, etc.). This is the

low mean HEP.

3.6.8.2 SRS-Specific Model

No SRS-specific data were available for this human error.

3.6.8.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E- 1 EF = 3 Use: Alerted, but not active

participant

High Mean Value: 3.0E-1 EF = 3 Use: Written materials not used

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Checking requires active

participation

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6.9 Supervisor Verification Error

The supervisor verification errorincludes a supervisor incorrectly verifying, or failing to

verify, an action. These verification activities are assumed to occur during off-normal conditions

ranging from minor incidents to major accidents. For credit to be taken for supervisor verification

the presence of a supervisor should be required in a written administrative procedure or other

document (e.g. Technical Safety Requirements, Conduct of Operations Manual, and/or emergency

situation trainingmaterials, etc.). Credit for supervisor verification should not be given for tasks

performed outside of the control room or for tasks where credit for checking has already been

modeled (e.g., Sections 3.6.12, 3.6.13, 3.6.14, 3.6.35). Other influencing factors include ease

of verification, time available, training, experience and level of dependence.

3.6.9.1 Generic Model

Dependence is the primary influence on this errorprobability. Dependence is a measure of

the attentiveness or distraction of the verifying supervisor. The more distracted (less attentive) the

supervisor is, the more he depends on the operators to perform their actions correctly andthe more

errorprone is the supervisor's verification (higher HEP). Dependence is divided into five

categories: zero, low, medium, high, and complete. Complete dependence with an operator

implies that the supervisor is completely reliant on the operator to correctly perform a given task

and no checking is taking place. This is an HEP of 1.0. No recovery factor would be modeled for

this case. Zero dependence implies that the supervisor is independently (physically separate in time

and space) and systematically (proceduralized) verifying the operator'sactions. The zero level of

dependence conflicts with a supervisor's function of maintaining an overview of the situation and

is excluded from further consideration. Low, medium, and high dependence represents the

spectrum of supervisor verification between complete and zero dependence.

Calculation of the supervisor verification conditional HEP (CHEP) requires the

identification of the error probability for the action the supervisor is verifying. This action may be

an alarm response from Table 20-23, or reading a gauge from Table 20-11, or operating a control

from Table 20-12 in the Handbook. The HEPs for these actions are typically less than 0.05.

Using 0.05 as the basic HEP Table 20-21, column b assigns a medium dependence CHEP of

3.1E-1 (median = 1.9E-l) with an EF of five. This is used as the nominal value.

For the high value, the high dependence result of 5.8E- 1 (median -- 5.3E- 1) is applicable

with an EF of two. (The Handbook EF of five was reduced to two to keep the 95th percentile at or

below 1.0) The high value also applies if a high stress situation exists.
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Finally, the low value is 1.6E-1 (median = 1.0E-1), with tm EF of five. This is the low

dependence value from the Handbook.

3.6.9.2 SRS.Speciflc Model

No SRS-specific datawere availablefor this humanerror.

3.6.9.3 Recommended SRS-Speciflc Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this humanerror, the generic model results,

roundedas discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 3.0E-1 EF = 3 Use: Check-off sheet, medium

dependence

High Mean Value: 5.0E-1 EF = 2 Use: No check-off sheet, high

dependence, high stress

Low Mean Value: 1.0E- 1 EF = 3 Use: Check-off sheet, low

dependence

The calculated results are summarizedin Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

errorprobabilities or rates.

3.6.10 Incorrect Labeling or Tagging

Incorrect labeling or tagging of a container or object includes putting incorrect information

on a tag or label or omitting the tag or label altogether. This error does not include failure to tag a

component as part of a lockout procedure, which is covered under a separate human error in section

3.6.15. Influencing factors for this situation include organizational culture, quality of administrative

controls, training, and experience.

3.6.10.1 Generic Model

Table 20-5, "Estimated HEP Per Item (or perceptual unit) in Preparation of Written Material,"

in the Handbook addresses tagging. In this section, the terms labeling and tagging can be used

interchangeably. Items 1 and 3 in Table 20-5 both indicate a mean HEP of 4.8E-3 (median =

3.0E-3), with an EF of five, which was used for the nominal case.
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Table 20-15, "The Four Levels of Tagging or LockingSystems," gives guidance that can be

used for adjusting the nominal values based on administrative controls. Table 20-15, Item 1 suggests

using the lower uncertainty bound when "very good" administrative controls exist, and Item 3

suggests the use of the upper uncertainty bound when "poor" administrative controls are in place. The

quality of the administrative controls refers to the record keeping and personnel awareness associated

with the use of a tag or label. From Table 20-5, Items 1 and 3 and Table 20-15, Item 3, for "poor"

administrative controls, the mean HEP is 2.4E-2 (median = 1.5E-2), with an EF of fve. For "very

good" administrative controls, Table 20-15, Item 3, results in a mean HEP of 1.0E-3 (median =

6.0E-4), with an EF of five.

3.6.10.2 SRS.Speciflc Model i

No SRS-specific data were available for this human error.

3.6.10.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 5.0E-3 EF = 10 Use: Normal administrative controls

High Mean Value: 3.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Poor administrative controls

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-3 EF = 10 Use: Excellent administrative

controls

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.

3.6.11 Incorrect Reading or Recording of Data

Incorrect reading or recording of data includes situations where data are incorrectly read

from an instrument, are incorrectly recorded, or are not recorded at all, when requested or indicated

by procedure. Influencing factors for this human action include training, experience, display design,

data collection forms, and time available.

3.6.11.1 Generic Model

This action is composed of an error of commission and omission. Table 20-10, "Estimated

HEPs for Errors of Commission in Reading and Recording Quantitative Information from

Unannunciated Displays," Item 5, was chosen as the nominal case model for the error of commission.
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The commission error HEP for reading and recording data under nominal conditions is a median

value of 1.0E-2 with an EF of three. Table 20-7, "Estimated Probabilities of Errors of Omission per

Item of Instruction when Use of Written Procedures is Specified," quantifies the error of omission.

Table 20-7, Item 2, for correctly using a procedure with a long list and checkoff provisions, gives an

error of omission median value of 3.0E-3 with an EF of three. The errors of omission and

commission were combined by adding. The combined nominal mean HEP is 1.6E.2 (median =

1.3E-2) with an EF of three. For the high value, Item 4, in Table 20-10, was used for the error of

commission. Table 20-7, Item 2, was used for the error of omission. The errors of commission and

omission are added together then multiplied by the high stress multiplier of five (Table 20-16, Item

6a), resulting in a mean HEP of 4.3E-1 (median = 2.7E-1), with an EF of five. The high HEP is used

for a poorly designed display, under very high stress conditions inside a control room, or for a

poorly designed display, under nominal conditions outside the control room. The situation outside

the control room was modeled by modifying the nominal value to the upper uncertainty bound. The

low HEP was determined by assuming nominal conditions and using the lowest HEP in Table 20-10,

Items 2 or 6, combined with Table 20-7, Item 1, resulting in a mean value of 2.5E-3 (median --

2.0E-3), with an EF of three. The lowest HEP is used for well-designed user interfaces, such as digital

readout displays. Recording of data did not influence these HEPs because in almost all situations,

only three significant figures are recorded. Table 20-10, Item 8, is applicable and has a "negligible"

HEP.

3.6.11.2 SRS-Speciflc Model

No SRS-specific data were available for this human error.

3.6.11.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Good display (graph)

High Mean Value: 5.0E-1 EF = 2 Use: Poor display

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-3 EF = 10 Use: Excellent display (digital

readout, indicator lamp)

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6.12 Miscallbration

The miscalibrationhumanerrorevent involves gross miscalibrationof an instrumentsuch that

safety or operationallimits on equipmentor processes no longer provide the intended protection,

This type of error is influenced by such things as: quality of calibrationprocedure, whether the

procedureis used, types of checks or recoveries, training, and experience.

3.6.12.1 Generic Model

Miscalibrationwas modeled using a THERPtree with basic human errorsfrom the

Handbook. The THERPtree is shown in Figure 1. Assumptions implicit in the nominal model are

the following:

_ a calibrationprocedure exists and has been verified and validated

_ for the errorof omission/commission, only the final step of testing the component,by the

calibrationperformer,is modeled; it is assumedthatif the test is done correctlyit will allow for

complete recovery from any earlier errorsin performing the calibrationprocedure

_ only one person performs the actual calibration

_ before ("as found") and after ("as left") calibrationinstrumentreadings are entered on the check-

off sheet and a different operator(who signs-off on the work) verifies that the readings fall within

a specified range after calibration is completed.

Applying appropriatebasic human errors to the branches in the THERPtree in Figure 1, the

resultantnominal case mean failure probabilityis 1.6E-2 per calibration. The majorcontributionto

this failure probabilityinvolves failure to use the calibration procedure,failure to use a checklist

properlywhen using the procedure, an errorof omission or commission during the calibration

procedure, and failure of the operator to detect the errorby comparingbefore and after instrument

readings. Propagatingthe basic event uncertaintiesthroughthe THERP tree in Figure 1 resultsin an
EF of five.

The high failure probability estimate was obtained by eliminating the recovery (before and

after reading verification) modeled in the nominal THERP tree. In addition, a higher mean

probability(4E-1) of failing to use a calibrationprocedure was used (Table 20-6, Item 6, upper

uncertainty bound,median = 2.5E-1), ratherthan a mean of 8.1E-2 (Table 20-6, Item 6, median =

5.0E-2). The high failure probabilityestimate is 7.4E-2 per calibration, with an EF of seven.
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The low failure probabilityestimate was obtainedby adding to the nominal case the recovery

of the second person on the calibrationteam to correct errors(mean = 5.45E-1); one person

performingthe work, and the other observing and checking off steps (Table 20-22, Item 8, median =

5E-l, EF= 5 reducedto 2). In addition,a lower mean probability(1.6E-2) of failing to use a

calibrationprocedure was used (Table 20-6, item 6, lower uncertaintybound,median = 1E-2). Given

these changes, the THERP tree in Figure 1 results in a low mean failure probabilityof 5.7E-3 per

calibration, with an EF of four.

3.6.12.2 SRS-Speclflc Model

A search of the REAC database for 1971 through 1988 uncovered miscalibration events for

three systems. 12 The three systems arc axial flux monitors, primarywatersystem flow monitors,

and secondary watersystem flow monitors. (1) For axial flux monitors, one miscalibrationoccurred

in 454 calibrations. (2) For flow monitors in the primarywatersystem, three miscalibrations

occurred in 212 demands. (3) Finally, flow monitors in the secondary water system had two

miscalibrations in 212 demands.

3.6.12.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

The three event sets discussed in section 3.6.12.2 were applied to the generic model nominal

case in section 3.6.12.1, using the Bayesian updateprocess. The percent change of the generic

nominal case to the nominal recommendedvalue was appliedto adjustthe high andlow generic

values to obtainhigh and low recommendedvalues, respectively.

Using the Generic Model results as the priorand the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 5.0E-3" EF = 10 Use: Single-person, operator check

High Mean Value: 3.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Single-person, no checks

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-3" EF = 1O Use: Two-person team, operator

check

* Thesevaluesalreadyincluderecoveries

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6.13 Failure to Restore Following a Test

A restorationerrorfollowing testing involves failure to returnequipmentto their operational

or safety status following a test. Similarto miscalibration, this erroris influenced by such things as

the quality of the procedure,whether the procedureis used, types of checks, training, andexperience.

3.6.13.1 Generic Model

Failure to restore following testing was modeled using a THERPtree with basic humanerrors

from the Handbook. The THERPtree is presented in Figure 2. Assumptions implicit in the nominal

model are the following:

_ a test procedurewith restorationsteps exists andhas been verified andvalidated

_ for the errorof omission/commission, only the final step of (functional) testing the component,

by the test performer,is modeled; it is assumedthat if this test is done correctlyit will allow for

complete recovery from any earlier errors in performingthe restorationprocedure

_ a single operations person performs the restoration

_ an operator independentlyverifies the restoration following the test.

The resultantnominal case mean failureprobabilityis 1.0E-2 per test, as shown in Figure 2.

Propagating the basic event uncertaintiesthrough the THERP tree in Figure 2 results in an EF of

three.

The high and low values were estimated by applying different assumptions to the same

THERP tree. For the high estimate, the recovery was eliminated, and a higher mean probability

(3.75E-2) for failing to use the procedure was assumed (similar to miscalibration, Section 3.6.12).

The resulting high failure probability estimate is 2.2E-2 per test, with an EF of three. The low

estimate was obtained by using the lower uncertainty bound probability value (4.2E-3) for failing to

use the restoration procedure (Table 20-6, Item 5, lower uncertainty bound, median - 3E-3).

Additionally, credit is given for a recovery (mean= 5.45E-1) with a two-person team, with one

person performing the work and the other observing and checking off steps (Table 20-22, Item 8,

median - 5.0E-l). Given these changes, the THERP tree in Figure 2 results in a low mean failure

probability of 5.3E-3 per test, with an EF of four.
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3.6.13.2 SRS-Specific Model

No SRS-specific data were available for this human error.

3.6.13.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-2* EF = 5 Use: Single-person, operator

check

High Mean Value: 3.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Single-person, no checks

Low Mean Value: 5.0E-3" EF = 10 Use: Two-person team, operator

check
* Thesevaluesalreadyincluderecoveries

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.

3.6.14 Failure to Restore Following Maintenance

Failure to restore following maintenance involves failure to return equipment to their

operational or safety status following maintenance. Factors affecting such a failure include the

following: quality of procedure, whether the procedure is used, types of checks, training, and

experience.

3.6.14.1 Generic Model

The THERP tree used to model this human error is presented in Figure 3. Assumptions

implicit in the nominal model are the following:

_ the maintenance procedure with restoration steps has been ,verified and validated

_ for the error of omission/commission, only the final step of (functional) testing the component,

by the maintainer, is modeled; it is assumed that if the test is done correctly it will allow for

complete recovery from any earlier errors in performing the restoration procedure

_ a single person performs the maintenance activity

_

_ since an operator independently verifies the equipment following the maintenance activities of

maintenance personnel, the error likelihood for that operator is reduced by a factor of two.
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The resultantmean failure probabilityfor the nominal case is 1.7E-2 per maintenance. Propagating

the basic event uncertaintiesthrough the THERPtree in Figure 3 results in an EF of five.

The high estimate was obtained by assuming a higher meanprobability (6.5E-1) for failing

to use the maintenanceprocedure was assumed(similar to testing, Section 3.6.13) and no recovery

from the operatorverification in the THERP tree in Figure 3. The resulting high failure probability

estimateis 1.1E-1 per maintenance,with an EF of six.

The low estimate was obtainedby using the lower uncertainty boundprobability value

(9.6E-2) for failing to use the maintenance procedure(Table 20-6, Item 7, lower uncertaintybound,

median = 6.0E-2, EF = 5) and an additionalrecovery (mean = 5.45E-1) was included for a two-

person team performing the maintenance activity, with one person performing the work and the other

observir,g and checking off steps (Table 20-22, Item 8, median = 5.0E-1, EF reducedto two). Given

these changes, the THERP tree in Figure 3 results in a low mean failure probabilityof 4.6E-3 per

maintenance, with an EF of six.

3.6.14.2 SRS-Specific Model

Two SRS-specific event data sets were identified for this situation. These data sets are failures

to realign valves and failures to correctly restore batteries.

(1) The REAC data base contains seven reports from mid 1971 to mid 1988 involving nine

failures to realign valves before reactor startup after flushing strainers. 12 These events were

considered to be appropriate for failure to restore following maintenance. The demands for this

event were estimated by assuming 5.6 reactor startups during each of the 18 years of operation for

each or the three reactors. Also, for each startup, six valve alignments must be made. Therefore, the
number of demands is

(5.6 startups/yr)(18 yr/reactor)(3 reactor)(6 restorations/startup) = 1814 restorations.

(2) Another REAC data search dealt with restorations of batteries following tests, maintenance,

or repair. Five human errors involving failures to correctly restore the batteries were identified

during the period 1981 through 1985.12 The demands during this period are

(5 yr/reactor)(3 reactor)(5.6 restorations/yr-battery)(12 battery) = 1008 restorations.
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3.6.14.3 Recommended SRS.Specific Model

The two event data sets discussed in section 3.6.14.2 were applied to the generic model

nominal case in section 3.6.14.1, using the Bayesian update process. The percent change of the

generic nominal case to the nominal recommended value was applied to adjust the high and low

generic values to obtain high and low recommended values, respectively.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 5.0E-3" EF = 10 Use: Single person, operator

check

High Mean Value: 5.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Single-person, no checks

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-3" EF = 10 Use: Two-person team, operator

check

* These valuesalready includerecoveries

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.

3.6.15 Failure to Lock Out

Lockout failures are any failure to properly conduct a lockout according to a written lockout

plan (or procedure requiring lockout) and/or the administrative procedures that govern a lockout

plan. The quality of the administrative controls (procedures and lockout plans), complexity of the

lockout, training, and experience are predominant influencing factors in the HEP. Lockouts may be

conducted under the control of a lockout plan or under an operating procedure.

3.6.15.1 Generic Model

From the Handbook, Tables 20-7 and 20-15 can be used for lockouts. Item 3 in Table 20-7

was chosen for the nominal case because it modeled common practice in many facilities. This value

is considered appropriate for lockout plans with five to ten lockouts. The nominal mean HEP is

3.8E-3 (median = 3.0E-3), with an EF of three. This is appropriate for a typical lockout process.

For the high estimate, the highest value with procedures in use in Table 20-7, Item 4 was used in

conjunction with the Table 20-15 recommendation that the upper uncertainty bound be used.

Therefore, the mean is 3.8E-2 (median = 3.0E-2), with an EF of three. This value is considered
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appropriateforlockoutplanswith11 toI00lockouts.Finally,takingthelowestvaluewith

proceduresinuseinTable20-7,ItemI and theloweruncertaintybound asprescribedinTable

20-15,the low mean estimateis4.1E-4(median= 3.3E-4),withan EF ofthree.Thisvalueappliesto

lockoutplanswithone tofourlockouts.

3.6.15.2 SRS-Specific Model

A review of data related to lockouts in the Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System for

the H-Canyon and F-Canyon areas indicated 53 incidents at these facilities involving lockout failures

during 1980 through mid 1993. To estimate the number of lockouts during this period, lockout plan

data were obtained for three SRS facilities: 221-H (H-Canyon), HB-Line, and 211-H (H-Area

Outside Facilities). During the first half of 1993, these facilities had 1717 lockout plans in effect.

Discussions with facility personnel indicated that the comparable F-Canyon areas would have a

similar number of lockout plans. Extrapolating this information to 13.5 years, the total number of

lockout plans is

(13.5 yr/area)(1717 lockout plans/0.5 yr)(2 area) = 92,718 lockout plans.

3.6.15.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

The event data set discussed in section 3.6.15.2 were applied to the generic model nominal

case in section 3.6.15.1, using the Bayesian update process. The percent change of the generic

nominal case to the nominal recommended value was applied to adjust the high and low generic

values to obtain high and low recommended values, respectively.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 5.0E-4 EF = 10 Use: Typical lockout plan (5 to 10

lockouts)

High Mean Value: 5.0E-3 EF =10 Use: Complex lockout plan (11 to

100 lockouts)

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-4 EF = 10 Use: Simple lockout plan (1 to 4

lockouts)

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6.16 Chemical Addition or Elution Error

A chemical additionor elution errorinvolves adding too little, too much, or the wrong

chemical to a tank or process. Factors influencing the failureprobabilityfor this event include the

quality of the procedure, the complexity of the action, training,and experience.

3.6.16.1 Generic Model

This errorcan be very complex to model', many different types of errors can contribute to

this event dependingon the facilities being analyzed. Also, varied numbers and types of recovery

factors may be present. As a very simplistic model, the Handbook nominal mean HEP of 3.8E-3

(median - 3.0E-3, Handbookpage 20-13) for an error of omission or commission was used, with an

EF of three. For the high andlow mean estimates, a factorof ten difference from the nominal case

was assumed, resulting in 3.8E-2 and 3.8E-4, respectively, with an EF of three for both. The high

value applies to a complex process with multiple proceduresteps, performedinfrequently, or where

temptationto work without a procedure is great. The low value applies to a very simple process with

few procedure steps performed frequently or where recovery factors dominate in the process.

3.6.16.2 SRS-Specific Model

No SRS-specific data were available for this human error.

3.6.16.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,
!

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 3.0E-3 EF = 10 Use: Typical process

High Mean Value: 3.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Complex process

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-4 EF = 1O Use: Simple process

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6.17 Transfer Error

A transfer error involves inadvertently transferring a liquid to an area (a tank, sump, room, or

vessel). This error was quantified on a per area per hour basis, unlike most of the other events, which are

failure probabilities per action. The reason for quantifying this event on a per hour basis is that the result

is easy for analysts to use in risk models. The analyst does not have to trace all piping paths to the area

of concern, identify all operations that could result in an inadvertent transfer through the piping path,

determine how many operations occur per year, and then apply some failure probability per operation.

If an analysis is being performed with multiple tanks in a single space (e.g., cell), then the transfer error

failure rate may be applied to each vessel, as defined by the logic structure of the risk analysis fault tree.

3.6.17.1 Generic Model

Error probabilities for this action are highly dependent on the design of the facility. For this

reason, no generic model was formulated for this action.

3.6.17.2 SRS.Specific Model

Reference 13 documents a search of the Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System to

identify transfer errors at the F-Canyon and H-Canyon facilities at the SRS. The search identified

137 transfer errors in 4,380 tank-years, or 38,370,000 tank-hours. This search covered 1961 through

1990. This gives an error rate of 3.5E-6 per tank-hour. This rate is used as the nominal mean value

and the error factor is obtained from Table 2 (EF = 10). Adjusting the nominal value by the EF, the

high value is 3.5E-5 with an EF of ten. The low value is 3.5E-7 with an EF of ten. These failure rate

estimates include mechanical failure rates.

3.6.17.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no generic data were available for this human error, the SRS-Specific model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 3.0E-6/ EF = 10 Use: Moderate activity(10 potential

tank-h* transfers/year)

High Mean Value: 3.0E-5/ EF :-- 10 Use: High activity (100 potential

tank-h* transfers/year)

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-7/ EF = 10 Use: Low activity (1 potential transfer/year)
tank-h*

* Values presented include contributions from mechanical failures.

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6.18 Overfilling of a Tank

An overfilling error results in a tank or vessel exceeding its physical or administratively rated

capacity.

3.6.18.1 Generic Model

Overfilling of a tank was treated similarly to a transfer error (Section 3.6.17). For this reason,

no generic model was formulated.

3.6.18.2 SRS-Specific Model

Reference 13 also contains information on overfilling errors at the F-Canyon and H-Canyon

facilities at the SRS. For the cold feed preparation processes in the F-Canyon and H-Canyon, 125

events occurred in 38,370,000 tank-hours. For the waste and evaporation processes, 85 events

occurred in 1,020 tank-years, or 8,935,000 tank-hours. This gives a human error rate of 4.4E-6 per

tank-hour. This rate is used as the nominal mean value and the error factor is obtained from Table 2

(EF = 10). Adjusting the nominal value by the EF, the high mean value is 4.4E-5 with an EF of ten.

The low mean value is 4.4E-7 with an EF of ten. These failure rate estimates include mechanical

failure rates.

3.6.18.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Since no generic data were available for this human error, the SRS-Specific model results,

rounded as discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 5.0E-6/ EF = 10 Use: Moderate activity (10 potential

tank-h* transfers/year)

High Mean Value: 5.0E-5/ EF = 10 Use: High activity (100 potential

tank-h* transfers/year)

Low Mean Value: 5.0E-7/ EF = 10 Use: Low activity (1 potential

tank-h* transfer/year)

* Valuespresentedincludecontributionsfrommechanicalfailures.

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6.19 Laboratory Analysis Error

This human error involves errors in conducting laboratory analyses for process control and

safety and environmental monitoring. Factors that influence laboratory errors are training,

experience, ease of analysis procedure, normal variability of results, and workload.

3.6.19.1 Generic Model

A laboratory analysis error was modeledsimplistically using the Handbook mean HEP of

3.8E-3 (median = 3.0E-3) for an error of omission or commission, with an EF of three. However,

credit was taken for a check by laboratory personnel (not Operations)of the analysis for the nominal

and low cases. For the nominal case, Item 1 in Table 20-22 was used for the failure probability of the

check (mean of 1.6E-1 with an EF of five), resulting in a nominal case result of 6.1E-4. The EF is

seven. For the high estimate, the error of omission or commission was used directly, which implies no

check of the analysis. The result is 3.8E-3, with an EF of three. Finally, for the low estimate, Item 4

in Table 20-22 was used for the failure probability of the check (mean of 1.6E-2 with an EF of five),

resulting in a low estimate of 6. IE-5, with an EF of seven.

3.6.19.2 SRS-Speciflc Model

Reference 14 documents a search of the SRS Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System

for laboratory errors from 1976 through 1983. The search uncovered 20 events, of which 18 were

human related. The 18 human error events involved cases where both an incorrect laboratory

analysis was performed and operations personnel did not recognize the analysis as incorrect. It is not

known how many laboratory analysis errors were made that were detected by Operations personnel

before use. Reference 14 indicated that the probability for operations personnel using an incorrect

laboratory result might range from 1,0E-I to 5.0E-l, based on information from the Handbook. In

order to be consistent with the human error probabilities presented in this document, a value of

1.0E-I was assumed. This is the nominal value for Checker Verification Error (Table 3, Item 8).

Therefore, using this value to adjust the number of events to remove the influence of Operations (not

Laboratory) verifications results in an estimate of 180 laboratory analysis errors during 1976 through

1983. Reference 14 also indicates that approximately 96,500 laboratory analyses were performed

each year, based on activity during 1976 and 1977. Therefore, the total number of analyses is

772,000.
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3.6.19.3 Recommended SRS.Speclflc Model

The event data set discussed in section 3.6.19.2 were applied to the genetic model nominal

case in section 3.6.19.1, using the Bayesian update process. The percent change of the generic

nominal case to the nominal recommendedvalue was applied to adjustthe high andlow generic

values to obtain high and low recommendedvalues, respectively.

Using the Generic Model results as the priorand the SRS-Speciflc Model as the posteriorin

the Bayesian update process and roundingthe results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Speciflc human errorprobabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 3.0E-4" EF = 10 Use: Low dependence check

High Mean Value: 1.0E-3 EF = 10 Use: No check

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-5" EF = 10 Use: Zero dependence check

* Thesevaluesalreadyincluderecoveries

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

errorprobabilities or rates.

3.6.20 Failure to Verify Parameter with Calculation

This human errorprobabilityinvolves calculation errors performed under the guidance of a

procedure. Influencing factors for this task include difficulty of calculation, procedure usage, time

available, training,and experience. Calculations performed by operating personnel are usually done

on worksheet forms. These sheets usually providethe expected rangeor limit of the answer, if it can

be projected in advance. Calculations may be conductedas partof standardoperating proceduresor

abnormal operating procedures. The calculations may be done by hand or with a calculator.

3.6.20.1 Generic Model

Modeling for this task was done using a THERPtree. Three types of calculational situations

were modeled. The nominal case model (Figure 4) involves a one-step calculation and has two

branches. These basic events involve procedureusage, calculation, and a verification for out-of-range

results. The basic errorprobabilitiesused in the THERPtree are indicated in Figure 4. The nominal

case mean errorprobability is 2.0E-2. Propagating the basic event uncertainties throughthe THERP

tree in Figure4, the EF is two.
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For the high estimate,no credit was taken for the rangeverificationstep in Figure 4. Also, a

higher probabilitywas used for failure to use the procedure,8.IE-2 with an EF of five (Table 20-6,

Item 6). The resulting high mean failure probabilityis 9.4E-2, with an EF of four. For the low

estimate, it was assumed thata procedurewouldbe used in Figure 4, resulting in a mean value of

7.1E-3, with an EF of four.

3.6.20.2 SRS.Speciflc Model

No SRS-specific datawere availablefor this humanerror.

3.6.20.3 Recommended SRS-Speciflc Model

Since no SRS-specific datawere available for this humanerror, the generic model results,

roundedas discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommendedSRS results.

Nominal Mean Value. 3.0E-2" EF = 5 Use: Procedureusually used,

verification

High Mean Value: 1.0E-1 EF = 3 Use: No verification

Low Mean Value: 5.0E-3" EF = 10 Use: Procedurealmost always used,

verification

* Thesevaluesalreadyincluderecoveries

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtainhuman

error probabilitiesor rates.

3.6.21 Random Actuation/Shutdown of System

Random actuationor shutdown of a system involves inappropriateshutdown or actuationof a

system by accident. An example of this type of action is an accidental bumpingof a system shut-off

switch, resulting in the loss of the system. An intentional,inappropriateshutdown or actuationof a

system, whether it is due to an incompleteknowledge of the implicationsof such an actionor by

accident, should be modeled as a failure of administrativecontrol, Section 3.6.1. An example of this

type of action is the intentional shuttingdown of a heating, ventilating, or air conditioning(HVAC)

system based on the belief that the system is no longer needed for the plant configuration at that time,

while in actuality the HVAC system is needed for some system of concern.
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3.6.21.1 Generic Model

QuantificaUonof this event is very difficult because of the lack of a clear demandor reason

for such an action W occur. A simplistic model was constructedbased on the experience that such

errorsare rareand contributeless than 10% to a system's overall unreliability. To estimate system

unreliability,ten critical components were assumed, any of which could fail the entire system. Typical

component failure rates, per hour (h), range from 1.0E-4/h to 1.0E-6/h. I0 Assuming an average

component failure rate of 1.0E-5/h and ten components, the system failure rate is 1.0E-4/h.

Therefore, 10% of this value is 1.0E-5/h,which was used for the nominalcase. An EF of ten was

assumed, basedon typical EFs in Reference I0. For the high and low estimates, a factorof ten

difference from the nominal case was assumed. The results are 1.0E-4/h and 1.0E-6/h, respectively,

with EFs of ten. The high value should be used for high traffic areas,congested areas, or areas with

increased personnel activity that may result in randomactuationor shutdown. The low value applies

to remote areas with little personnel activity.

3.6.21.2 SRS-Spectflc Model

Two sets of event data were collected. 12 These two event datasets are spuriousactuation of

the reactorSupplementarySafety System (SSS) andclosure of reactorrotovalves.

(1) The first involves spurious operation of the reactorSSS. During the period 1977 through

1988, the REAC data base indicated one humancaused spuriousactuation of the SSS. The number

of operationalhours during which such an event could occur is

(12 yr/reactor)(3reactor)(8760 h/yr)(0.7) = 220,752 h.

The 0.7 multiplier represents the fractionof time each year that each reactor was operating.

(2) The other data set involves closure of the reactorrotovalves. The REAC data base

indicated one human-causedincident in 15.2 years. The numberof hoursfor this event is

(15.2 yr/reactor)(3 reactor)(8760 IVyr)(0.3)---119,637 h.

The 0.3 multiplier represents the fractionof time each year that each reactorwas shut down.
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3.6.21.3 Recommended SRS.Specific Model

The two event datasets discussed in section 3.6.21.2 were appliedto the generic model

nominal case in section 3.6.21.1, using the Bayesian update process. The percent change of the

generic nominal case to the nominal recommendedvalue was appliedto adjustthe high and low

generic values to obtainhigh and low recommendedvalues, respectively.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS.Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian updateprocess androundingthe results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human errorprobabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 5.0E-6/h EF = 10 Use: Some activities could affect

system

High Mean Value: 5.OE-5/h EF = 10 Use: Many activities could affect
.'

system

Low Mean Value: 5.0E-7/h EF = 10 Use: Almost no activities could

affect system

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtainhuman

errorprobabilitiesor rates.

3.6.22 Vehicle Collision with Stationary Object

This event involves a moving vehicle colliding with a stationaryobject such as a building,

tank, tree, or parkedvehicle.

3.6.22.1 Generic Model

National data were used to quantify this event. Sample vehicle accident ratesare the

following:

_ 2.5E-6/mile (Bureauof Motor CarrierSafety, all Califomia roadways, 1960 - 1972) 15

_ 6.4E-6/mile (American Petroleum Institute,all roadways, 1968 - 1981) 15

_ 2.OE-6/mile(Handbook of Chemical Hazard Analysis Procedures) 16

_ 7.OE-6/mile(National Safety Council, governmentdivision) 17
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A geometric average of these estimates was determined,using the following equation:

AVEgeometric = [ _ (li)]l/n (3.6-1)

where _ ( ) = productof the estimates in parentheses

Ii = estimate from source i

n = numberof sources.

The resulting geometric average is 3.9E.6/mile. (The geometric average is often used when the

various estimates being averagedmay differ significantly. The arithmeticaverage is 4.SE-6/mile,

which is not significantly different.)

Reference 15 indicates that 9% of vehicle accidents involve collision with a fixed object.

Therefore, the accident ratefor this event is

(3.9E-6/mile)(0.09) ffi3.5E-7/mile.

This accidentrate was used for the nominalcase meanvalue. For the high and low estimates, a factor

of ten difference from the nominal case was assumed, resulting in 3.5E-6/mile and 3.5E-8/mile,

respectively. No EF informationis given in the sources reviewed. The high value should be used

given bad weatheror a congested road with many objects near the road. The low value should be

used for a freeway environment.

It should be noted that the accident rate for this event includes both mechanical failures

resulting in accidents anddriver errors. The humanerrorcontributionto these accident rates is

greater than 50%. 15

4
3.6.22.2 SRS-Speciflc Model

Reference 18 includes a review of truck accidents at the SRS from 1963 through 1982. Of

the truck accidents listed in the reference, 30 involve collisions with stationary objects, such as parked

vehicles, overpasses, gate houses, and others. During this period, hazardous material truck

transportation at the SRS involved approximately 100,000 miles per year. Given the assumption in

Reference 18 that such transportation is 10% of all truck transportation at SRS, approximately

1,000,000 miles per year of truck traffic occurs. This results in 20,000,000 miles over the 20-year

period reviewed.
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3.6.22.3 Recommended SRS.Speciflc Model

The SRS-speciflc event data discussed in section 3.6.22.2 were applied to the generic model

nominal case in section 3.6.22.1, using the Bayesian update process. The percent change of the

generic nominal case to the nominal recommended value was applied to adjust the high and low

generic values to obtain high and low recommended values, respectively.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Speciflc Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-6/mile* EF = I0 Use: Typical highway environment

High Mean Value: 1.0E-5/mile* EF - I0 Use: Congested road, many objects

close to road, bad weather

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-7/mile* EF - I0 Use: Freeway environment

* Valuespresentedincludecontributionsfrommechanicalfailures.

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3, Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.

3.6.23 Single Vehicle Accident

Single vehicle accidents involve vehicL, overturns (no impact with a stationary object or

another vehicle).

3.6.23.1 Generic Model

The single vehicle accident was quantified similarly to the previous event, but assuming 26%

of all accidents are of this type. 15 The resulting nominal, high and low error rates are 1.0E-6/mile,

1.0E-5/mile, and 1.0E-7/mile. Also, these accident rates include both mechanical problems and driver

errors. Again, driver errors contribute over 50% to these results. The high value should be used for

bad weather or a congested road. The low value should be used given a freeway environment.

3.6.23.2 SRS-Specific Model

Reference 18 also identified truck accidents that are appropriate for the category of single

vehicle accidents. Of the events listed, 15 involved such events as truck jack-knifing, running off

roads, overturns, and others. Again, the 20-year period involves approximately 20,000,000 miles of

truck operation.
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3.6.23.3 Recommended SRS-Speciflc Model

The SRS-specific event data discussed in section 3.6.23.2 were applied to the generic model

nominal case in section 3.6.23.1, using the Bayesian update process. The resultant recommended

value was unchanged from the generic nominal case. Hence, the high and low recommended values

are not changed from their generic values.
4

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-6/mile* EF = 10 Use: Typical highway environment

High Mean Value: 1.0E-5/mile* EF = 10 Use: Congested road, bad weather

Low Mean Value: 1.OE-7/mile* EF = 1O Use: Freeway environment
* Valuespresentedincludecontributionsfrom mechanicalfailures.

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.

3.6.24 Vehicle Collision with Another Moving Vehicle

This event involves a moving vehicle colliding with another moving vehicle.

3.6.24.1 Generic Model

Vehicle collisions with other moving vehicles were quantified similarly to the previous two

events, but assuming 62% of accidents are of this type. 15 The results for the nominal, high, and low

cases are 2.5E-6/mile, 2.5E-5/mile, and 2.5E-7/mile, respectively. Driver errors contribute over 50%

to these results. The guidelines for use of the high and low values are similar to those for single

vehicle accidents.

3.6.24.2 SRS-Specific Model

Reference 18 identified 19 truck collision events involving other moving vehicles. The 20-

year period involves 20,000,000 miles of truck operation.
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3.6.24.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

The SRS-specific event data discussed in section 3.6.24.2 were applied to the generic model

nominal case in section 3.6.24.1, using the Bayesian update process. The percent change of the

generic nominal case to the nominal recommended value was applied to adjust the high and low

generic values to obtain high and low recommended values, respectively.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Spccific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-6/mile* EF = l0 Use: Typical highway environment

High Mean Value: 1.0E-5/mile* EF = l0 Use: Congested road, bad weather

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-7/mile* EF = l0 Use: Freeway environment

* Valuespresentedincludecontributionsfrommechanical failures.

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilit_,es or rates.

3.6.25 Dropping of Load When Using Forklift

This event involves dropping a load when using a forklift to lift or move the load.

3.6.25.1GenericModel

No generic estimates were identified for dropping of a load when using a forklift. A polling

of several PRA practitioners 12 resulted in the following estimates for such errors: 1.0E-3/operation

for the nominal case, 1.0E-2/operation for the high case, and 1.0E-4/operation for the low case.

These failure probability estimates do not include mechanical failure rates. An operation was defined

to be a lift, move, and setting down of a load.

3.6.25.2 SRS-Specific Model

Five sets of SRS data were collected for this event. These events are pallet shipping from the

central warehouse, material handling in the central warehouse, Tire and Lube Shop drum handling,

transuranic drum handling, and waste box container handling.
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(1) For the shipping area at the centralwarehouse, four load drop events (pallets damaged)

were identified over the period 1992 through 1993. These events were identified from a review of

the TransportationDepartment records. During this period, the shipping organization handled

23,104 pallets. Assuming two forkliftoperations(each operation involves a lift, move, and set down)

per pallet, the number of operations is

(23,104 pallet)(2 operations/pallet)= 46,208 operations.

(2) For the central warehouse, there were four incidents in 1992 andthree in the first half of 1993

involving forkliftsdamaging loads, from a review of the Materials and InventoryDepartmentsafety

records. During a typical year, the warehouse handles approximately6000 receipts per month.

Approximatelyfour forklift operations are needed per receipt to place the item in storage. Also, the

warehouse handles approximately25,000 orders per month, with one forklift operationper orderto place

the item from storageon a pallet. Finally, the warehousealso delivers to shipping the same numberof

pallets that shipping handles, or 23,104 per year. Each pallet requiresone forklift operation. Convening

this informationto the total numberof forklift operations duringthe one and one-half year period yields

(6000 receipt/smo)(12 mo/yr)(1.5 yr)(4 operations/receipt)+

(25,000 orders/mo)(12 mo/yr)(1.5 yr)(1 operation/order)+

(23,104 pallet/syr)(1.5 yr)(l operation/pallet) = 916,656 operations.

(3) For the Tire and Lube Shop, no events were identified in four years of operation. In this

operation, an average of ten drums of hazardous waste (mostly waste oil and antifreeze) are handled

per week. Each drum handling requires four forklift operations. Therefore, the total number of

forklift operations over the four-year period is

(10 drums/week)(52 weeks/yr)(4 yr)(4 operations/drum) = 8,320 operations.

(4) For transuranic (TRU) drum handling, the Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System

indicated one event where a drum was dropped (actually knocked down) by a forklift for all SRS

Waste Management facilities during 1989 through 1992. The number of TRU drum forklift

operations during this time was estimated from the number of drum placements on storage pads and

the number of drums X-rayed. From 1989 through 1992, 6704 drums were placed on the storage

pads. One forklift operation was assumed for each drum placement. Also, in 1991 and 1992, 10,300

drums were X-rayed. Each X-ray operation was assumed to require two forklift operations.

Therefore, the TRU forklift operations during 1989 through 1992 is

(6704 drums)(l operation/drum) + (10,300 X-rays)(2 operations/X-ray) = 27,304 operations.
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(5) Finally, from 1988 through 1992, two waste box containers (one each of B-25 and B-12)

were dropped by forklifts while placing such containers in the low level waste trenches. During this

period, 31,670 B-25 boxes and 2,261 B-12 boxes were placed in the trenches. Each box placement

requires one operation. Therefore, the total number of forklift operations during 1988 through 1992

is
(31,670 box + 2,261 box)(1 operation/box)= 33,931 operations.

3.6.25.3 Recommended SRS-Speciflc Model

Events (1), (3), (4), ana (5), discussed in section 3.6.25.2, were applied to the generic model

nominal case in section 3.6.25.1 using the Bayesian update process. The performance shaping

factors associated with these events were assumed to be representative of a nominal situation. The

percent change of the generic nominal case to the nominal recommended value was applied to adjust

the high generic value to obtain the high recommended value. The low recommended value was

obtained by applying event (2) from section 3.6.25.2 to the generic model low case. Event (2)

performance shaping factors were assumed to be representative of the low probability situation.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 5.0E-5/operation* EF = 10 Use: Typical load

High Mean Value: 5.0E-4/operation* EF = 10 Use: Unusual, unevenly

balanced load

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-5/operation* EF = 10 Use: Standardized load,

spotter present

* Anoperation was definedas a lift, move, andsetting downof a load.

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6.26 Puncturing of Load When Using Forklift

This is a special case of forklift damage to a load thatinvolves puncturingthe load with the

forklift forks.

3.6.26.1 Generic Model

No generic datawere identified for puncturingof a load when using a forklift. As a rough

estimate, it was assumed thatpunctureevents are as likely as droppingevents. Therefore, the results

in the previous section (3.6.25.3) were used as the generic model for puncturingof a load when

using a forklift: 5.0E-5/operation for the nominal case, 5.0E-4/operation for the high case, and

1.0E-5/operationfor the low case. These failureprobabilityestimates do not include mechanical
failure rates.

3.6.26.2 SRS-Specific Model

A review of forkliftpuncturingand dropping/hittingevents from the SRS Risk Assessment

Fault Tree Data Banks System during 1988 through 1992 indicated that there were three puncture

events and six dropping/hittingevents.

3.6.26.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

In section 3.6.26.2 the number of operations associated with load puncturingevents could

not be determined. An alternate approach was to determine the relative occurrence of load

puncturing events to load dropping events. This was done previously in section 3.6.26.2 (the result

being 3/6). The recommended probabilities for the load dropping event in section 3.6.25.3 were

adjusted by this ratio to give the nominal, high, and low recommended load puncturing error i
probabilities. The following are the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 3.0E-5/operation* EF = 10 Use: Typical load

High Mean Value: 3.0E-4/operation* EF = 10 Use: Unusual, unevenly
balanced load

Low Mean Value: 5.0E-6/operation* EF = 10 Use: Standardized load,

spotter present
* An operationwasdefinedas a lift, move,andsettingdownof a load.

The calculated resu!ltsare summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates
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3.6.27 Dropping of Load When Using Crane/Hoist

This event involves dropping a load when using a crane or hoist.

3.6.27.1 Generic Model

Dropping of loads when using cranes or hoists was quantified using generic data. Reference

19 indicates a rate of 1.5E-4/operating-hour for such events. No EF information is given in this

source. This estimate was based on 200 load drops in 2000 crane-years of operation and additional

crane data from nuclear power plants. If it is assumed that an average operation (lift, move, and

setting down) takes one operating hour, then the failure rate is also 1.5E-4/operation. This was used

for the nominal case. The high and low estimates were obtained by assuming a factor of ten

difference from the nominal case, resulting in 1.5E-3/operation and 1.5E-5/operation, respectively.

The high value should be used for unusual, unevenly balanced loads with standard construction or

industrial equipment. The high value should also be used for special nuclear application equipment

operated remotely by viewing through television cameras, periscopes, shield windows or water. The

low value applies to standardized loads with a spotter present. These failure probability estimates do

not include mechanical failure rates.

3.6.27.2 SRS-Specific Mode !

Five different sets of SRS data were collected for this event. These events are Central Services

Works Engineering (CSWE) rigging activities, three types of activities involved with low level

radioactive waste vault construction, and TRU drum movements.

(1) For the CSWE rigging activities, two crane drops were identified from the SRS Risk

Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System during the period 1988 through 1992. During this period

the rigging activities included approximately 130 lifting jobs per month, with an average of five

operations Gift, move, and set down) per job. Therefore, the number of operations during this period

is

(130 job/too)(12 mo/yr)(5 yr)(5 operations/job) = 39,000 operations.

(2) During the construction of the SRS low level radioactive waste vaults, one drop occurred

involving a large object such as roof beams, concrete form works, and others. During the four-year

construction period, 852 such operations (lifts) occurred.

(3) Also during the SRS low level radioactive waste vaults construction, 3,000 operations

involving standard concrete slabs occurred without incident.
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(4) Finally, during the SRS low level radioactive waste vaults construction, other types of

operations involving small objects resulted in no drops in one and one-half years. The number of

operations for this type of activity is 1
!

(50 operation/day)(250 day/yr)(1.5 yr) = 18,750 operations.

(5) Finally, for TRU drums placed in culverts, one incident was identified in five years. The

number of operations during this period was 6,884.

3.6.27.3 Recommended SRS-Speciflc Model

Event data sets (3) and (5), discussed in section 3.6.27.2, were applied to the generic model

nominal case in section 3.6.27.1. Event set (2) was applied to the high case. Event data sets (1) and

(4) were applied to the low case. The performance shaping factors associated with these event data

sets were assumed to be representative of their respective nominal, high, or low case.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-4/operation* EF = 10 Use: Typical load

High Mean Value: 1.0E-3/operation* EF = 10 Use: Unusual, unevenly

balanced load

Low Mean Value: 3.OE-5/operation* EF = 1O Use: Standardized load,

spotter present

* An operation wasdefined as a lift, move, and setting down of a load.

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.

3.6.28 Crane/Hoist Strikes Stationary Object

This error is a crane or hoist striking a stationary object while moving during operations.

3.6.28.1 Generic Model

No generic data were identified for such events. It was assumed that the error rates for such

events are similar to the dropping of a load, Section 3.6.26. Results are then 1.5E-4/operation for the
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nominal case, 1.5E-3/operation for the high case, and 1.5E-5/operationfor the low case. The high

value applies in cases of poor visibility with no spotter. The high value should be used for unusual,

unevenly balanced loads with standardconstructionor industrialequipment. The high value should

also be used for special nuclear application equipmentoperatedremotely by viewing through

television cameras,periscopes, shield windowsor water. The low values applies if a spotter is present

and visibility is good. These failureprobabilityestimates do not include mechanical failurerates.

3.6.28.2 SRS-Speciflc Model

A review of rigging of miscellaneous equipmentfor disposal in the burial grounds indicated

two incidents in which the crane or load hit an object. These events were identified from the Risk

Assessment FaultTree Data Banks System during 1988 through 1992. Review of the burialground

rigging forman's log for a two-month period indicated approximately315 operations. Extrapolating

this to five years, the numberof operationsis

(315 operations/2 mo)(12 mo/yr)(5 yr) = 9,450 operations

3.6.28.3 Recommended SRS-Speciflc Model

The event dataset discussed in section 3.6.28.2 was applied to the generic model nominal

case in section 3.6.28.1, using the Bayesian updateprocess. The percent change of the generic

nominal case to the nominal recommendedvalue was appliedto adjust the high and low generic

values to obtain high and low recommendedvalues, respectively.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 3.0E-4/operation* EF = 1O Use: Typical visibility

High Mean Value: 3.0E-3/operation* EF = 10 Use: No spotter, low visibility

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-5/operation* EF = 1O Use: Spotter present
* Anoperation was definedasa lift, move,andsettingdownof a load.

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6.29 Excavation Error

Excavation errors involve operatorerrors using heavy equipment, including digging too

deeply, digging in the wrong location, digging without properauthorization, or striking an

unanticipatedobject during digging. Influencing factors are training,experience, procedures, quality

of dlrections/instructions, and facility configuration control.

3.6,29.1 Generic Model

No generic datawere identified for excavalJonerrors. Based on discussions with SRS

personnel associatedwith the burialgrounds, low level vaults, and H-TankFarm,a nominal error

probability of 1.0E-2/excavation was recommended.12 The high and low estimates are 1.0E-I/ 1

excavation and 1.0E-3/excavation, respectively. The high value should be used given a poor review I

of the area to be excavated. The low value applies given an excellent review, including a survey for

undergroundobjects. Many of the influencing factors listed above represent administrativecontrols.

Handbook Table 20-6, Item 1, gives an HEP for failure to use administrativecontrols a mean

probabilityof 1.6E-2 (median - 1.0E-2) and an EF = 5. This corresponds well with the nominal

value obtained from the subject matterexperts. These failureprobability estimates do not include

mechanical failure rates.

3.6.29.2 SRS.Specific Model

Two sets of excavationerrordata were collected.12 These event datasets includedactivities

associated with excavations at the H-Tank Farmand H-Area geotechnical ground drilling. (1) The

first involved excavations at the H-TankFarm. During 1989 through 1992, the SRS Risk Assessment

Fault Tree Data Banks System indicated four incidents involving unearthingunexpected objects or

hitting objects known to be present. The numberof excavations duringthis period is

(12 excavation/too)(12 mo/yr)(4 yr) = 576 excavations.

(2) For H-Area geotechnical ground drilling, one excavation error was identified from the

SRS Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System, for the period from March through August

1993. This operation has involved 62 drillings.

3.6.29.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

The two event data sets discussed in section 3.6.29.2 were appliedto the generic model

nominal case in section 3.6.29.1, using the Bayesian update process. The resultantrecommended
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value wasunchan,_edfrom thegenericnominalcase.Hence,thehighandlow recommendedvalues

arc not changed from their generic values.

Using the GenericModelresultsasthepriorandtheSRS.SpecificModel as theposteriorin

theBayesianupdateprocessandroundingtheresultsasdiscussedin Section3.3, the followingarc

the recommendedSRS-Speciflchumanerrorprobabilities:

NominalMeanValue: 1.0E.2/excavationEF = 5 Use: Goodreviewof area

High MeanValue: 1.0E.l/excavation EF = 3 Use: Poorreviewof area

Low MeanValue: 1.0E.3/excavatlon EF = 10 Use: Excellentreviewof area (survey

forundergroundobjects)

Thecalculatedresultsaresummarizedin Table3. Table4 shouldbeconsultedto obtainhuman

errorprobabilitiesor rates.

3.6.30 Diagnosis Error
i

Diagnosis errorsoccur when a situationrequiringactionto preventor mitigate an incidentis

incorrectlyidentified or not identified at all. Influencingfactors in this situation arc time available,

training,experience, difficulty of problem, quality of indicators,and use of procedures. Time

available for diagnosis is the primary parameteraffecting this probability, assuming adequate levels

of staffing, training,procedures, and experience.

3.6.30.1 Generic Model

Severaldocumentsdiscussingdiagnosiserrorswere reviewedto identifythemostappropriate

model for thisapplication.ThesedocumentswereHumanCognitiveReliability(HCR) 6, the

Handbook3, andINTENT. 7 HCR andtheHandbookprovidemodelsthat arenotfacilityspecific.

INTENT is facilityspecific,requiringa detailedknowledgeof the facilitybeforemeaningfulerror

probabilitiescanbe generated.The probabilitiesfor thisgenericapplicationmustbe facility

independent,sotheHCR andHandbookmethodswerechosen.

HCR dividesdiagnosiserrorsintoskill-based,rule-based,andknowledge-basedactions.Skill-

basedactionsare thosethat arelearnedthroughrepetitionof thegivenactionor of similaractions.

Skill-basedactionsaremechanicalin natureanddo not involvesignificantconsciousthought. Rule-

baseddecisionsaremadeby followinga writtenprocedureor otheradministrativecontrolin a step-

by-stepfashion,usuallywithyesorno decisionpointsin answerto clearlyquantifiablequestions.
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Knowledge.bued decisions require informationabout the system that has been learned over a long

period of time, The information must be recalled from long-term memory and combined with other

information such as system parametersor the occurrenceof apparentlyunrelated events to reach a

diagnosis.

The human errors addressedhere are primarily concerned with knowledge-based actions.

Formulaspresented in HCR and the Handbook (Table 20-3) give HEPs based on the elapsed time

from when the operator has sufficient information to reach a correct diagnosis. HCR and the

Handbookprovide the same HEPs when diagnosing a single event with only one independentfailure.

However, HCR has longer time frames than the Handbook. The HCR equation for knowledge-based

diagnoses is a function of a normalized time, involving the actual time divided by the time needed to

perform whatever action is required. This normalized time ranges from 1.0 to 10.0, with diagnosis

errorprobabilitiesrangingfrom 5.0E-1 to 1.0E-3, respectively. The errorprobabilities from HCR

were assumed to be medians. The Handbook provides the following median estimates, based on

actual time: 1.0 for 0 to ten minutes, 1.0E-I for ten to 20 minutes, 1.0E-2 for 20 to 30 minutes, and

1.0E-3 for greater than 30 minutes. All of the results except 1.0 have EVs of ten.

If one assumes an average time of five minutes is requiredfor action, then the HCR

normalized times can be converted to actual times, similarto the Handbook. Then the HCR and

Handbook results can be approximatelyand somewhat conservatively collapsed into the following

mean failure Frobabilities: 1.0E-I for 10 to 30 minutes, 1.0E-2 for greater than 30 minutes to 120

minutes, and 1.0E-3 for greaterthan 120 minutes, on the same shift. The nominal case is 1.0E-2, the

high case is 1.0E-I, and the low case is I.OE-3. EFs of ten were assumed.

3.6.30.2 SRS-Speclflc Model

No SRS-specific data were available for this humanerror.

3.6.30.3 Recommended SRS.Speciflc Model

Since no SRS-specific datawere available for this human error,the generic model results,

roundedas discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommendedSRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Knowledge-based, 30 to 120 minutes

High Mean Value: 1.0E-1 EF = 3 Use: Knowledge-based, 10 to 30 minutes

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-3 EF = 10 Use: Knowledge-based, greaterthan 120 minutes

The calculated results are summarizedin Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtainhuman

errorprobabilities or rates.
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3.6,31 Failure of Visual Inspection

Failure of visual inspection includes failureto observe abnormal characteristicssuch as leaks,

damage to structures,build-up of material, etc., duringroutineor abnormalinspections (does not

include manualdetection of fire which is covered in Section 3.6.32). This task may include the use

of 'IV cameras, periscopes, or other means of visual observation.

3.6.31.1 Generic Model

The nominal case is applicableto normal operating inspections conducted using written

procedures. The mean nominal _ is 1.6E-1 (median = 1.0E-I) with an _ of five (Table 20.22,

Item I, in the Handbook). The high case is applicableto normal operating inspections conducted

without the use of writtenproceduresor special oral instructions. The mean high HEP is 5.7E-I

(Table 20-27, Item I) with an EF of two. (The HandbookEF of ten was reduced to two to keep the

95th percentile at or below 1.0.) The high HEP estimate would be used in cases where a periodic

inspection for the build-up of material is conducted, but the locations inspected are not readily

accessible, well lighted, or easily visible. The high estimate should also be used for more difficult

inspection tasks such as spottinga valve that is mispositioned. Finally, the low case is applicableto

abnormaloperating inspections conductedusing writtenprocedures or special oral instructions and/or

any deviations are large andconsidered to always be detected (e.g., a large pool of water on the floor,

etc.). The THERPtree in Figure 5 represents the low case failureprobability. The mean low HEP is

9.8E-3 with an EF of two.

3.6.31.2 SRS.Specific Model

No SRS-specific datawere available for this humanerror.

3.6.31,3 Recommended SRS-Speclfic Model

Since no SRS-specific datawere available for this humanerror,the generic model results,

roundedas discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommendedSRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-1 EF = 3 Use: Procedureusually followed,

event easy to observe

High Mean Value: 5.0E-I EF = 2 Use: Event difficult to observe

Low Mean Value: 1.0E-2 EF = 5 Use: Procedure followed, event easy

to observe (damage very prominent)

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtainhuman

errorprobabilitiesor rates.
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3.6.32 Failure of Manual Fire Detection

Failureof manual fire detection is the failure of personnel to detect a fire without the aid of

automaticfire detection means. The primaryinfluencing factor is the time personnel spend in the

generalvicinity of the fire area.

3.6.32.1 Generic Model

The reportNuclear Power Plant Fire Protection. Fire.Hazards Analysis (Subsystems Study

Task 4) provides information for this human error.20 Table4. Items CI and E1 in thatreference,

lists success probabilities for manual detection of fires in their early stages, including proper

notification. The failure probabilities were obtainedby subtractingthe success values from 1.0. The

results are failure probabilitiesof 1.0E-1 to 1.0E-2 if the area is occupied 100% of the time, and 1.0

if unoccupied. For this study 5.0E-2 was used as the detection failure probabilitywhen an area is

occupied, and5.0E-I was used when an area is unoccupied. The smell or sight of smoke or the sight

of flames or glow from a fire may extend beyond the "unoccupied"area to alert personnel. For this

reason, the value 1.0 for an unoccupiedareawas considered to be too high. A simple generic model

for non-detection is the following:

Pnd = (X)(Pocc) + (1 - X)(Pnoc) (3.6-2)

where Pnd ffiprobabilityof non-detection

X ffifractionof time the area is occupied

Pocc ffinon-detection probability when area is occupied (5.0E-2)

Pnoc ffinon-detection probability when area is not occupied (5.0E-I).

For the nominal case, it was assumed that the areais occupied 80% of the time. The non-detection

probabilityis then 1.4E-1. For the high value, it was assumed that the area is not occupied, resulting

in a non-detectionmeanprobabilityof 5.0E-1. Finally, for the low value, it was assumed the areais

always occupied, resulting in 5.0E-2.

3.6.32.2 SRS-Speciflc Model

A searchof the SRS Risk Assessment FaultTree Data Banks System indicated 225 fire

incidents from 1983 throughJune 30, 1993. All but two of these fires were detected while in

progress. Both of these fires occurredin unoccupied areas, Informationwas not available

concerning the percentage of time the other fire areas were occupied. Therefore, for conservatism, all

events were assumed to occur in areasthat are occupied 100% of the time. All types of fire incidents

occurringin the data bank(e.g., facility, vehicle, grass, etc.) were includedin the total.
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3,6.32.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

The Bayesian update was appliedto the probabilityof manual detection given an occupant in

the area(mean = 5.0E-2 with an assumed EF of five). The Bayesian updateposterior is 1.1E-2 with

an EF of 2.6. This was roundedto 1.0E-2 with an EF of five. This value was then insertedinto the

model in place of 5.0E-2, and the new results were obtained. The nominal, high, and low values did

not change from their generic values.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Speciflc human errorprobabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 1.DE-1 EF = 3 Use: Area occupied 80% of time

High Mean Value: 5.OE-I EF = 2 Use: Area unoccupied

Low MeanValue: I.OE-2 EF = 5 Use: Area occupied 100% of time

The calculated results are summarizedin Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtainhuman

errorprobabilities or rates.

3.6.33 Failure of Manual Fire Suppression By Occupant

This human errorinvolves failureto suppress a fire using manual fire suppressionmeans such

as fire extinguishers, hose stands,or other means. Also this fire suppression covers actions taken only

by personnel assigned to the facility or generalarea of the fire.

3.6.33.1 Generic Model

In Reference 20, Table 4, Items E 3 and 13 ,list success probabilitiesfor fire suppression of

fires in early stages using hand-heldfire extinguishers. Such fire suppression is possible only if the

fire is identified in its early stages. Three sets of influencing factorswere chosen from Reference 20.

_ standardinstallation and maintenanceof fire extinguishers (per appropriatefacility fire
protection code) andpersonnel are properly trained in their usage

_ substandard installation and maintenanceof fire extinguishers but personnel are properly
trainedin their usage

_ personnel receive poor or no fire extinguisher training.

The second set was chosen for the nominal case. The failure probabilityis 1.5E-1. No EF

informationis given in Reference 20.
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For the high value, the thirdset of influencing factorswas chosen, resulting in a failure

probabilityof 5.0E-I. For the low value, the first set was chosen. The failure probabilityis 5.0E-2.

3.6.33.2 SRS.Specific Model

A search of the SRS Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System for 1983 through

June 30, 1993 indicated 186 fires extinguished by either occupants or the fire deparunentor brigade.

Fire suppression by the fire department or fire brigade is assumed to be the failure of suppressionby

the occupant. Four types of situations were identified in these 186 events. The fire events occurred

in facilities, vehicles, waste containers,and grass or brushareas. (1) Of the 109 fire events that

occurredin facilities, 88 were extinguished by occupants and 21 were put out by the fire department.

(2) Of the 57 vehicle fires, 29 were extinguished by occupants and 28 by the fire department. (3)

For waste containers, nine fires occurred. Two of these were extinguished by personnelnearby

("occupants"), and seven were handled by the fire department. (4) Finally, of the 11 grass or brush

fires, three were put out by nearbypersonnel and eight by the fire department.

3.6.33.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Event data sets one and two, discussed in section 3.6.33.2, were applied to the generic model

nominal case in section 3.6.33.1. Event sets three and four were applied to the high case. The low

case used the same percent change as the generic nominal case ratio to the nominal recommended

case, to obtain the low recommended value. Event data set performance shaping factors were

assumed to be representative of the case (nominal, high, or low) they modified.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are i
the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:

Nominal Mean Value: 3.0E-1 EF = 3 Use: Typical fire extinguisher

installation/maintenance

High Mean Value: 5.0E-1 EF = 2 Use: Poor fire extinguisher

installation/maintenance

Low Mean Value: 1.0E- 1 EF = 3 Use: Excellent fire extinguisher

installation/maintenance

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

error probabilities or rates.
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3.6.34 Failure of Manual Fire Suppression By Non-Occupant

This event involves failure of a fire brigade or fire department to suppress a fire using manual

fire suppression means. Factors affecting this failure probability include the size and type of fire,

training and experience, and time to respond.

3.6.34.1 Generic Model

Reference 20 provides some information on this type of failure probability. Table 4, Item R3

in that reference lists a failure probability of 6.0E-1 if the response occurs within ten minutes. This

was assumed to be the nominal value. An EF of two was assumed. For the high value, 1.0 was

assumed. For the low value, a failure probability of 1.0E-1 was assumed. This value does not come

from Reference 23, but is meant to cover cases where the fire response team is well-trained and the

fire is not difficult to suppress (i.e., the fire is detected locally). This value is not recommended for'

fires in unoccupied buildings.

3.6.34.2 SRS-Specific Model

A search of the SRS Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System for 1983 through June

30, 1993 indicated 67 fires that were suppressed by the fire department. Of these, nine were ju_ged

to have resulted in heavy damage. These nine events were interpreted as failures of the fire

department to suppress the fres, even though the fires were eventually suppressed.

3.6.34.3 Recommended SRS-Specific Model

Event data set discussed in section 3.6.34.2 was applied to the generic model nominal case in

section 3.6.34.1, using the Bayesian update process. The percent change of the generic nominal case

ratio to the nominal recommended value was applied to adjust the high and low generic values to

obtain high and low recommended values.

Using the Generic Model results as the prior and the SRS-Specific Model as the posterior in

the Bayesian update process and rounding the results as discussed in Section 3.3, the following are

the recommended SRS-Specific human error probabilities:
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Nominal Mean Value: 1.0E-I EF = 3 Use: Response by 10 minutes,

typicalfire

High Mean Value: 3.0E-I EF = 3 Use: Response much longer than 10

minutes, difficult fire

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-2" EF = 5 Use: Response less than 10 minutes,

simple fire
* Use of this value is not recommended for f'ues in unoccupied buildings.

The calculated results are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

errorprobabilities or rates.

3.6.35 Failure of Long-Term Accident Recovery

Failureof long-term accidentrecovery involves the failure to diagnose a situationand to

correctlyidentify a recovery action when hoursto days are available for the recovery. This type of

erroris influenced by such things as: quality of writtenemergency procedures, use of independent

verificationfor critical action steps, availabilityof electrical power, quality of training andsimulated

practicedrills, and the complexity of the recove;_, action. This event is assumed to be a design basis

event and the equipmentnecessary for the recovery is assumed to be available.

3.6.35.1 Generic Model

Failure of long-term accident recovery was modeled using a THERPtree with basic human

errors from the Handbook. The THERPtree is shown in Figure6. Assumptions implicit in the

nominal model are the following:

- verified and validated written step-by-steF _mergency procedureswith checkoff provisions are in

use at the facility being analyzed

- no electrical power is available following the catastrophicevent

- skilled personnel (completed training qualification and have six months or more on the job

experience) are available to perform all tasks

- equipment required for recovery following the catastrophic event is available (has been stored

and maintained properly to survive a catastrophicevent)

- the recovery action is assumed to be either a single simple task or a completely dependent set of

simple tasks

- the time available to recover from the catastrophicevent is 24 to 48 hours and a second shift of

skilled personnel is available
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- a recovery factor of one coworker checking the work performed by the primary operator is

assessed

- operators must perform field walkdowns of equipment to verify status

The nominal case for long-term accident recovery assumes stress has subsided to moderately

high levels for the operators on shift during the initiating event. Stress is assumed to have decreased

to optimal levels for subsequent shifts but low dependence on the previous shift is conservatively

assessed. Recovery actions are to be completed within 24 to 48 hours following the initiating event.

Applying appropriate basic human error probabilities to the branches in the THERP tree in Figure 6,

the resultant nominal case mean failure probability is 2.3E-3. The basic HEPs for the operators on

shift during the initiating event were modified for the effects of moderately high stress by using a

multiplier of two (Table 20-16, Item 4a). The major contribution to this failure probability involves

the failure to use a procedure checklist properly, omitting a step in the procedure, and the failure of

the recovery by second shift personnel to correct any errors made by the previous shift. Propagating

the basic event uncertainties through the THERP tree in Figure 6 results in an EF of eight.

The high failure probability for long-term accident recovery assumes an extremely high

stress level with recovery actions to be completed within a short time frame of approximately two to

twenty-four hours following a catastrophic event initiator. The high failure probability estimate was

obtained by eliminating the two recoveries modeled in the nominal THERP tree and adjusting the

diagnosis HEP to allow sixty minutes to be available for diagnosis of the event resulting in a mean

diagnosis HEP of 3.4E-2 (median = 4.0E-3) with an EF of 30 (Figure 12-4 in the Handbook, upper

bound curve). The other basic human error probabilities were increased for the effects of extremely

high stress by using a multiplier ,of five (Table 20-16, Item 6a). The high mean failure probability

for long-term accident recovery whh no recoveries is 1.2E-1 with an EF of ten.

The low failure probability assumes that stress has subsided to optimal levels with recovery

actions to be completed within a three to seven day time frame following the catastrophic event

initiator. No modifications for the effects of stress are assigned due to the length of time available for

recovery from this event. The stress tables in the Handbook are typically modeling reactor control

room operator mitigating actions that must be performed in a relatively short period of time (less

than two hours after the initiating event) (Handbook, Figure 17-2, page 17-15). The low failure

probability estimate was obtained by adjusting the diagnosis HEP on the nominal THERP tree to

allow twelve hours for diagnosis of the event resulting in a mean of 5.1E-3 (median = 6.0E-4), with

an EF of 30 (Figure 12-4 in the Handbook, upper bound curve). The recovery factor of second shift

personnel was lowered to a mean of 1.2E-3 (median= 1.0E-3) with an EF of three (Table 20-6, Item

2). The resultant low mean failure probability for long-term accident recovery is 2.3E-5 with an EF

of 12.
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3.6.35.2 SRS.Speciflc Model

No SRS-specific datawere available for this humanerror.

3.6.35.3 Recommended SRS-Speciflc Model

Since no SRS-specific data were available for this human error, the generic model results,

roundedas discussed in Section 3.3, are the recommended SRS results.

Nominal Mean Value: 3.0E-3 EF = 10 Use: 24 to 48 hours for recovery,

simple recovery actions

High Mean Value: 1.0E-1 EF = 3 Use: Less than 24 hours for

recovery

Low Mean Value: 3.0E-5 El== 10 Use: Three to seven days for

recovery, simple recovery actions

The calculatedresults are summarized in Table 3. Table 4 should be consulted to obtain human

errorprobabilities or rates.
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4. PEER REVIEW

The extemal peer review performedby JBF Associates, Inc. focused on the contents of the

draftdocument - the reasonableness of its assumptions,the consistency of its models, and the

accuracyof its calculations. The externalpeer reviewers did not independentlycheck the SRS-

specific datasources.

The externalpeer reviewers first reviewed the human errormodels and assumptions in the

reportand providedcomments to the authors. After the comments were addressed, the calculations in

the report were reviewed for both the nominal models and the Bayesian modifications. Finally, the

external reviewers suggested some wording changes in the text to improve its technical accuracyand

readability.

The intemal peer review performed for this project was three-fold. First, several parties were

active in the the selection of the representative human errors to be modeled and quantified. They

included risk analysts and human factors specialists from both the Process Safety Technology (PSI')

and Waste and Environmental Technology (WEST) Sections of the Safety Technotogy Department.

An additional selection criterion is that each representative human error must have shown up in one

or more recent SARs or risk analysis calculations. A group concensus was reached for the inclusion

or exclusion of human errors from the representative list.

Second, the internal peer review concentrated on the selection of appropriate search criteria

for SRS Risk Assessment Fault Tree Data Banks System. Selection of years of operation (date),

facility, operation and equipment codes was reviewed by the Data and Consequences Analysis Group

within the PSI'. Section. To ensure that no human error events were missed during the searches, all

equipment codes that had any human error component were chosen (35 in all).

Third, each model was reviewed, discussed, and reiterated many times before it appeared in its

final form. Each calculation was checked against its the original data source and for its agreement

with the selected methodology.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As partof an overall effort to upgradeand streamlinemethodologies for safety analyses of

nonreactornuclear facilities at the SRS, a humanerrordatabase has been developed. The database

includes models andquantification results for 35 representative human errors. Periodic updates to

this report are planned as additional data or methodologies become available. For 16 of the human

errors,the recommended SRS-specific human errorprobabilitiesor rates are based solely on the

generic models (i.e., no actual SRS data available). SRS-specific human errordata were collected for

19 of the 35 humanerrors. Of these 19 human errors, the final recommended values for two human

errorswere based solely on the actual SRS-specific human errordata. Recommended SRS-specific

human errorprobabilities or rates were obtainedby combining the generic models with the SRS-

specific data for the remaining 17 human errors. The generic and SRS-specific human error models

with the Bayesian update results are documentedin Table 3 in this report.

The collection of SRS-spccific human error data to support and update the generic human

errormodel results is a majorstrength of this project. Few human erroranalyses include

comparisonswith site-specific data. Approximately 50% of the human errors are supportedby SRS-

specific data. The SRS-spccific data resulted in the generic model human errorprobabilities

increasingfor four of the events, decreasing for 11 of the events, and remainingthe same for the

other two events. However, only in one case did the updated result vary by a factor of ten or more

(dropping of load when using forklift); the SRS-specific data indicated a lower probability of error

than the generic model indicated.
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"i

Table 1. List of representa_t_ivehun__nerror events.

P,a_ic l. Failure of _administrativecontrol Failure to follow a policy or

2.Failmetorespondtocompellingsignal Failuretonotice/respondtoanal&-m/annunc_ c_qpelliag

Basic 3. Failure to verify within control room Failure to select correct insmnnent for verificatkm, or given the ccnect
selection, failure to verify wi_ the control room the status of an

wben or byproced

4. Failure to verify outside control room Similar to #3, but outside the control room

Basic 5. Error in selecting control within control room Selecting the wrong coutrol or im_y cperafng a control in the co,tirol
room

6. Error in selecting control outside control room Similar to #5, but outside the control rco_

Basic 7. Communication error Errorin communicating" " . face4o-face, over a
phone t by walkie-tallC% or by PA system

_IB_c 8. Cbecker verifi_Oon error Checker fails to verify action

9. Sup_ verifwaeion error Supervisor inconecdy v_it-_s or fails to verify an action

Basic 10. Incorrect labeling or tagging Comaineffcompouent/'mdicat_ is labeled or tagged _y, or the label
or tag is missing (does not include failure to tag a c_ as part of a
lockout _, which is covered undera selmatehumanenor)

Basic 11. In_ reading or recording of data Data are incofrecdy read from an _, are incone_y reccnled, or are not
lexzxkxl

i i ,i
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Type HumanErrorEvent Descz_q_Sm

Complex/Maintenance 12. Miscalibrafion Grossmiscalibrationof an inslramemsuch thatsafetyor qper-'atimmllimits
andTesting maybe

Complex/Mainlenance 13. Failure to restorefollowing a test Failureto remmequipmentto theiroperationalorsafety status_ a
andTestin8 test

Complex/Mainlenance 14. Failuretorestorefollowing maimenance Failmetot_tnmequipmenttotheiro_onal ofsafetystatasf_
andTesting maintemEe

Complex/Maintemnce 15. Failuretolock out Failure topmpedy conduct a kr.koet includingassociatedadmiaislrafive
andTesting

Complex/Facility 16. Chemicaladdition/elutionerror Adding too much, too little,or the wrongchemical

Complex/Facility 17.Transfererro_ Inad_ transferof a liquidtoammea (lank, romp,morn,etc.)

Complex/Facility 18. Overf'dlingof a tank Tankoverf'dlingresultsin exceeding tankcapacity

Complex/Facility 19. t.alxratoryanalysiserror Errorin lalxratmyanalysis

Complex/Facility 20. Failureto verifypmmnelerwithcalculation Calculationen_ while following incedmes
Over_ims

Complex/Facility 21. Randomactmtk_shuldown of system __le actuatkmor sbadowa of a system, eilher imemimmlly
_s (umwa_o__ o_"the_) o_b_a:cid_

Complex/Mobile 22. Vehicle collision withstationaryobject Vehicle_ wilh _ object C_, rank,tree,paAed vehicle,
Eouivmentoperation etc.)
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Type HumanEm_Event _ ,,

Complex_obile 23. Single vehicle accident Vehicle overturns (no impact with statimwy tinct or _ vehick)

Complex4_Mobile 24. Vehicle collision with _ moving vehicle Vehicle collides with anotl_ moving
opeon

Complex/Mobile 25. _ing of load when using forklift _ of load when using forklift to move or lift ked
Operation

Complex/Mobile 26. lhmctming of load when using forklift PtmctmLqgof load with feddift finks
Eq_ Ope_on

Complexj_obile 27. Dropping of load when using _ist Lead is _ when using a crane or hoist

Complex_obile 28. _ist strikes stationary object Du_.ng ctme or hoist operations, the crme or hoist impacts agimt a

Compl_obile 29. Excavation mror Err_ during excavati_, involving _ too deeply, i the wrong

• Complcx/Accid_t 30. Diagnosis en_ Fail__meto _ diagnose an accideat _ or identify the mtrect
Response response

Complex/Accident 31. Failure of visual inspection Failure to _ an _ chatEtaistic when _ for such things

Complex/Accident 32. Faihwe of manual rue detection Failure of occ_ to detect fire, when not aided by an _ system

Complex/Accident 33. Failure of manual fire _on by Fire is not _ by _ by mmaml fire _ means (f'mre
spop e tea)
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Type HunmnErrorEvent

CompS.x/Accident 34.Failureof manualrue _ by nm- F'ueis notsupp_ess_ by f'u__ orf_ _ by _ f_
Re_ _ _u

Cemplex/Accident 35. Failureof leng_ accidentrecovery Failm'em diagnose_ and_ recoverymc:_m_ lots of time
Respmue ('uomsor_ys) is_ (assumesequipmemmcqw_lfor_ willbe
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Table 2. Guidelines for selection of EFs.
I

iiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiii_i_._i_ililili!ii!iiii!!{ii!!i_ii_iiiiiiiiiililii_
0.0 < P < 0.01 I0

0.01 F_.P<O.I 5

0.1 E P_ 0.3 3

0.3 < P =--.0.5 2

0.5 < P E 1.0 1

a. A lognormal distribution is assumed. The EF (error factor) is the 95th percentile
divided by the 50th percentile.
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Table 3. RecommendedSRS humanerrorprobabilitiesand rates.

HumanErrorEvent Faille Probabilit_or Rate Notes
iiii_ii_iii_iliiiiiiiiiil_i!i_i_!_i__ !_i_iii_i_i_iiiiiiiiii_iiii_ ii_ii_ii ii_iiiiili_ii_iiii!_iii_:_i__:_i=_!_i_i_ii_ii_ii_ti_i_i_ii _!
ili==_ii_:i==::iiiiii=ii:=iiiiiii=:iiiiii_i=:ilili:iii::i!iii::i_i:iii!iiii::!==ili:i_)==iiiii:=iii_i_iiiiiii_=i=ili=:ii==iiiiiii_iiiii!_iii_i_:=i_:=_iii_=i:=i=_iiiiii]iii_ii_i!_iiii_iiiiiii_ii_!iiii_i_ii_iiii!!i:_ii_iiiii!_!_iii_i!!_iiiii_iiiii=_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!!!iii!iiiiii!
i!iiiiiiii!iii!]i!ili!i!ii!iiiiiiii!i!iiii!iiiii!iiiiii_iii::_iiiiiiiiiiiiiii:=iiiiiii_ii::iii_i',iiii_iiii_!i!iii!__iiiii=l:_i:,iiiii',iii',ii_iiiii':!',i'_i'_iiiiiiii_':iiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiii_iiiii_iii_i-iiii_iii_i

i. Failureof Nominal 1.0E-2 5 6 878 7.0E-3 1.9 5.0E-3 10 Threeevent sets used
administrativecontrol

High 1.0E-1 3 5.0E-2 5 Nominalcase % change
applied

Low 1.0E-3 10 5.0E-4 10 Nominalcase %change
applied

2. Failureto respondto Nominal 1.0E-2 5 1.0E-2 5
compelling signal

High 1.0E-I 3 1.0E-1 3,,

Low 3.0E-3 10 3.0E-3 10
3. Failureto verify Nominal 1.0E-2 5 1.0E-2 5
withincontrolroom

High 5.0E-2 5 5.0E-2 5
Low 3.0E-3 l0 3.0E-3 10

4. Failureto verify Nominal 3.0E-2 5 3.0E-2 5
outsidecontrolroom

Higll 1.0E-1 3 1.0E-1 3
Low 1.0E-2 5 1.0E-2 5

5. Error in selecting Nominal 1.0E-2 5 1.0E-2 5
controlwithin control
room

High 3.0E-2 5 3.0E-2 5
Low 1.0E-3 10 1.0E-3 10

6. Errorin selecting Nominal 1.0E-2 5 1.0E-2 5
cona-oloutsidecontrol _,
room

High 5.0E-2 5 5.0E-2 5
Low 3.0E-3 10 3.0E-3 10

7. Communicationerror Nominal 5.0E-2 5 5.0E-2 5
High 5.0E-I 2 5.0E-I 2
Low 1.0E-3 10 1.0E-3 10
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Tabie 3. (continued) RecommendedSRS humanerrorprobabilitiesand rates.

Human ErrorEvent Fa!!ure.._babi!!t_ or.Rate..................... Notes
ii21iiiiiiii:i_iiiiiiiii!ii|iii_iiiiii!__!_!iii!il!iiiiiii_iiii!iiii_i_i!iiiiiiii!iii!iiiii?i!ii!iiiiiiii__iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iii
_il!_i_:_!_ii!!i_i_iii|_i:_iiiii:i_!_!::i_i_i:,i_i_!::i_)_::,i:i::i_i::i_i:!::i::i_!:i_i_.i_i:,i_!::i_i_i_i_i::i_i::i::i___i_iii!i::i_ii::iiii_.:i::iiiiii!ii::iii!iiiiiiiiii!ii!i_ii_:ii!!i_iii!ii!!ii!ii!ililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiii!i:_iiiiii_!:!
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8. Checkerverification Nominal 1.0E-1 3 1.0E-I 3

High 3.0E-1 3 3.0E-I 3
Low 1.0E-2 5 1.0E-2 5

9. Supervisor verification Nominal 3.0E-1 3 3.0E-1 3
error

High 5.0E-I 2 5.0E-I 2
Low 1.OE-1 3 1.0E-1 3

10. Incorrectlabelingor Nominal 5.0E-3 10 5.0E-3 10
tagging

High 3.0E-2 5 3.0E-2 5
Low 1.0E-3 10 1.0E-3 10

11. Incorrectreadingor Nominal 1.0E-2 5 1.0E-2 5
recordingof data

High 5.0E-1 2 5.0E-I 2
Low 3.0E-3 10 3.0E-3 10

12. Miscalibration Nominal 1.0E-2 5 6 878 7.0E-3 1.9 5.0E-3 10 Threeeventsetsused
High 5.0E-2 5 3.0E-2 5 Nominalcase % change

applied
Low 5.0E-3 10 3.0E-3 10 Nominalcase % change

applied
13. Failureto restore Nominal 1.0E-2 5 1.0E-2 5
following test

High 3.0E-2 5 3.0E-2 5
LOw 5.0E-3 10 5.0E-3 10

14. Failureto restore Nominal I.OE-2 5 14 2822 5.1E-3 1.5 5.0E-3 10 Both event sets used
followingmaintenance

High 1.0E-1 3 5.0E-2 5 Nominalcase % change
appl_d

Low 5.0E-3 10 3.0E-3 10 Nominal case % change
_l_d .............
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Table 3. (continued_ RecommendedSRS humanerrorprobabilitiesand rates.

HumanErrorEvent FailureProbabilit_orRate Notes
i!iiiiiiiiiiii  iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii!  !!i!iiiiiiiii',i!ii!',iiii  ii  !iiiiiiii  i ili i iiiiiiiiiiiililili iii iiii  iiiiii! iiii i i

15. Failureto lock out Nominal 3.0E-3 10 53 92_718 5.7E-4 1.3 5.0E-4 10 Oneeventset used
High 3.0E-2 5 5.0E-3 10 Nominalcase % change

appl_d
Low 5.0E-4 10 1.0E-4 10 Nominalcase % change

appl_d
16. Chemicaladditionor Nominal 3.0E-3 10 3.0E-3 10
elutionerror

High 3.0E-2 5 3.0E-2 5
Low 3.0E-4 10 3.0E-4 10

17.Transfererror Nominal 137 3.84E7 3.0E-6/ 10 See text forrate
tank-h

High 3.0E-5/ 10 EF adjustmentof nominal
tanbh case

Low 3.0E-7/ 10 EF adjustmentof nominal
tank-h case

18. Overf'dlingof a tank Nominal 210 4.73E7 5.0E-6/ 10 See text for rate
tank-h

High :, 5.0E-5/ 10 EFadjustmentof nominal
tank-h case

Low 5.0E-7/ 10 EFadjustmentof nominal
tankoh ca_

19. Laboratoryanalysis Nominal 5.0E-4 10 180 772,000 2.3E-4 1.1 3.0E-4 10 Eventsadjusted(xl0) for
enor "verif'r_ation"influence

High 3.0E-3 I0 1.0E-3 I0 Nominalcase %change
append

Low 5.0E-5 I0 3.0E-5 I0 Nominalcase % change
applied

20. Failure to verify Nominal 3.0E-2 5 3.0E-2 5
parameterwith
calculation

High 1.0E-I h 3 1.0E-I 3
LOw 5.0E-3 [ 10 5.0E-3 10
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-Table 3. (continued) RecommendedSRS humanerrorprobabilitiesandrates.

Human ErrorEvent FailureProbabilityor Rate Notes

iiiiii!ii_iiii!!!iii!i[!i!!i!iiii__ii_!iiii!i!iii!i_!!i!i!i!iii!_i_iiiis_siii_iii_iii_!_iiiiiii_ii_ii}ii!!_iiiiiii__i!iiiiii_iii_!iii_ii
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21. Randomactuationor Nominal l.OE-5/h 10 2 340,389 h 6.1E-6/h 2.8 5.0E-6/h 10 Botheventdatasets used
shutdownof system

High 1.0E-4/h 10 5.0E-5/h 10 Nominalcase %change
appfied

Low 1.0E-6/h 10 5.0E-7/h 10 Nominalcase %change
applied

22. Vehicle collision Nominal 3.0E-71 10 30 2.0E7 1.5E_6/ 1.3 1.0E-6! 10 Oneeventdataset used
with stationaryobject mile mile mile

High 3.0E-6/ 10 1.0E-51 10 Nominalcase %change
mile . mile alJplied

Low 3.0E-8/ 10 1.0E-7/ 10 Nominalcase %change
mile mile applied

23. Single vehicle Nominal 1.0E-6/ 10 15 2.0E7 7.5E-7/ 1.5 1.0E-6/ 10 Oneeventdataset used
accident mile mile mile

High 1.0E-5/ 10 I.OE-5/ 10 Genericcase unchanged
mile mile

Low 1.0E-7/ 10 1.0E-7/ 10 Genericcase unchanged
mile mile

24. Vehicle collision Nominal 3.0E-6/ 10 19 2.0E7 9.6E-7/ 1.4 1.0E-6/ 10 Oneeventdataset used
with another moving mile mile mile
vehicle

High 3.0E-5/ 10 1.0E-5/ 10 Nominalcase %change
mile mile applied

Low 3.0E-7/ 10 1.0E-7/ 10 Nominalcase %change
mile mile applied

25. Droppingof }oad Nominal 1.0E-3/ 10 7 115,763 6.2E-5/ 1.8 5.0E-5/ 10 Foureventdatasets used(1,
when usingf=,,rJift operation operation operation 3, 4, and 5)

High 1.0E-2/ 5 5.0E-4/ 10 Nominal case %change
operation operalion applied

Low 1.0E-4/ 10 7 916,656 7.8E-6/ 1.8 1.0E-5/ 10 One event dataset used (2)
operation operation operation
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Table 3. {continued) RecommendedSRS humanerror probabilitiesandrates.

HumanErrorEvent FailureProbabilityor Rate Notes

i',ii!i!iiiiiiliiiiiiii!!!ili!ii!  iiii!!!ii!iiiiiiiiii!!iiiii!iIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i  iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii',iiiiiii',iiiiiiiii',i!iii!i!iiiiiiii!ii!!',iiiii'
i:iiiiiii-iiiiii  iiiiii iii:iiiiliiii:iiiiii iiii iiii iiiiiiiii'iii ii iiiiiii'iiiiii  iiii iiii'i:iiiiiiiiiii  iii  iii  iE ii::iii'i i!i  iii!ii   ii

26. Puncturingof load Nominal 5.0E-5/ I0 3/6b 3.0E-5/ I0 Event25 resultmultiplied by
when usingforklift operation operation 0.5

High 5.0E-4/ I0 3.0E-4/ I0 Event25 result multiplied by
operation operation 0.5

Low 1.0E-5/ 10 5.0E-6/ 10 Event 25 resultmultiplied by
operation operation 0.5

27. Droppingof load Nominal 1.0E4/ 10 1 9,884 1.0E-4/ 3.7 1.0E-4/ 10 Twodata sets used (3, 5)
whenusingcrane/Imist operation operation operation

High 1.0E-3/ I0 1 852 I.IE-3/ 3.7 1.0E-3/ 10 Onedataset used(2)
operation operation operation

Low 1.0E-5/ 10 2 57,750 2.9E-5/ 2.8 3.0E-5/ 10 Twodata sets used (1,4)
operation o_ration operatic,n

28. Crane/hoist strikes Nominal 1.0E-4/ 10 2 9,450 2.0E-4/ 2.8 3.0E-4/ 10 Oneevent data set used
stationaryobject operation operation operation

High 1.0E-3/ 10 3.0E-3/ 10 Nominal case % change
operation o_eration applied

Low 1.0E-5/ 10 3.0E-5/ 10 Nominal case % change
operation operation applied

29. Excavationerror Nominal 1.0E-2/ 5 5 638 8.0E-3/ 1.9 1.0E-2/ 5 Both data sets used
excavation excavation excavation

High 1.0E-1/ 3 1.0E-I/ 3 Genericease unchanged
excavation excavation

Low 1.0E-3/ 10 1.0E-3/ 10 Genericcase unchanged
excavation excavation

30. Diagnosis error Nominal 1.0E-2 5 1.0E-2 5
High I.GE-1 3 1.0E-I 3
Low 1.0E-3 10 1.0E-3 10

31. Failureof visual Nominal 1.0E-I 3 1.0E-I 3
inspection

High 5.0E-1 2 5.0E-I 2
Low 1.0E-2 5 1.0E-2 5
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Table 3. (continued) RecommendedSRS humanerrorprobabilitiesand rates.

HummlErrorEvent ....................................................................Fafl.ur.c._babi!it_ or.Ra_ Noes
 iii iiiiiii  iii iii!ii[i ii :i !!i    M !iiii:i iiii!iiiii   iii ii iiii:iR    i! i:iii i i!:i iiiii:ii iii :!  iiii  ii ii iiii!ii !iii!i iii

iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!liiiiili:i::iii::iii i::!::iIi::i::i ili i!i:   :ii   ilili
32.Failureof manualfire Nominal ].0E-] 3 1.0E_Ic 3 ].OE-] 3
detection

High 5.0E-I 2 5.0E_]C 2 5,0E-] 2
Low 5.0E-2 5 2 225 I.IE-2c 2.6 1.0E-2 5

......33. Failureof manualfire Nominal 1.0E-l 3 49 166 2.8E-l 1.2 3.0E-l 3 Firsttwo data sets used (l, 2)
suppressionby occupant

High 5.0E-1 2 15 20 7.IE-1 1.2 5.0E-1 2 Last two data sets used (3t 4)
Low 5.0E-2 5 1.0E-1 3 Nominal case %change

applk_d
34. Failureof manualfire Nominal 5.0E-1 2 9 67 1.6E-1 1.6 1.0E-I 3 Oneeventdataset used
suppressionby non-
occupant

High 1.0 1 3.0E-1 3 Nominalcase % change

LoW 1.0E-I 3 3.0E-2 5 Nominalcase % change
applied

35. Failure of long-term Nominal 3.0E-3 10 3.0E-3 10
accidentrecovery

High 1.OE-1 3 1.0E-l 3 ,
Low 3.0E-5 10 3.0E-5 10

a. Posteriorresultmean roundedto 1, 3, or 5 times the appropriatepower of ten. EFs chosen using guidelines in Table 2.

b.Threepunctureevents andsix dropevents.

c. Detectionmodel is Pnd= (X)(0.05) + (1 - X)(0.5), whereX = fractionof time areais occupied,0.05 is the probabilityof manualdetectiongiven an occupant
in thearea,and0.5 is the probabilityof manualdetectiongivenno occupantin the area. The Bayesian updatewas appliedto theprobabilityof manualdetection
givenan occupant in thearea (0.05 withan assumedEl: of five). The Bayesian updateposterioris I.IE-2 with an EFof 2.6. Thiswas roundedto 1.0E-2, with
an EFof five. This was theninsertedinto themodel in place of 5.0E-2, and thenew results were obtained.
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Table 4. Selection guidelinesforrec,ommended humanerrorprobabilitiesand rates
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1. Failureof Nominal 5.0E-3 10 Typicalcircumstances
administrativecontrol

High 510E-2 5 Unusualcircumstances
i ii iiii

Low 5.0E-4 10 Routine,reI_tifiv¢circumstances
2. Failureto respondto Nominal 1.0E-2 5 Severalcompetingsignals
compellingsignal

High 1.0E-1 3 Many competing signals
Low 3.0E-3 l0 Few competing signals

3. Failureto verify withm Nominal 1.0E-2 5 Good layout,procedure-driven
controlroom

High 5.0E-2 5 Poorlayout, scanningeffort '
Low 3_0E-3 10 Excellent layout,procedure-driven

4. Failureto verify Nominal 3.0E-2 5 Good layout,procedure-driven
outside controlroom

High 1.0E-1 3 Poorlayout_scanning[effort
,,, LoW 1.0E-2 5 Excellentlayout,procedure-driven

5. Errorin selecting Nominal 1.0E-2 5 Good layout,procedure-driven
control within control
room

High 310E-2 5 Poorlayout, scannin_ effort
Low 1.0E-3 10 Excellentlayout, procedure-driven

6. Errorin selecting Nominal 1.0E-2 5 Good layout, procedure-driven
controloutsidecontrol
room

High 5.0E-2 5 Poorlayout_scanning effort
Low 3.0E-3 10 Excellent layouh procedure-driven

7. Communicationerror Nominal 5.0E-2 5 Moderateinformation
i

High 5.0E-1 2 Complex information
Low 1.0E-3 l0 Simple information

8. Checkerverification Nominal 1.0E-1 3 Alerted, butnot activeparticipant
error

High 3.0E-1 3 Writtenmaterialsnot used
Low 1.0E-2 5 Checkingrequiresactive participation

91Supervisorverification Nominal 3.0E-1 3 Check-off sheet, mediumdependence
error

High 5.0E-1 2 No check-off sheet, highdependence,high stress
Low 1.0E-1 3 Check-off sheeh low dependence

10. Incorrect labeling or Nominal 5.0E-3 10 Normal administrative controls
tagging

High 3.0E-2 5 Poor administrative controlsi
Low 1.0E-3 10 Excellent administrative controls

1i'. Incorrect reading or Nomi,al 1.0E-2 5 Good display (graph)
recording of data

High 5.0E-1 2 Poor display
Low 3.0E-3 10 Excellent display (digital readout, indicator

lamp)
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Table 4 (continued) Selection guidelinesforrecommendedhumanerrorprobabilitiesand rates _
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12.Miscalibration Nominal 5.0E-3 c 1O Single-person,operatorchecki i i - i

I Hi_ - ......3.0E-2 5 Single-person,no checks .....

Low 3.0E73 c 10 Two-person team,operatorCheck
i3. Failuretorestore Nominal 1.0E-2 c 5 Singleperson,operatorcheck
following test

High 3.0E-2 5 gin le-_ nochecks ....

,, Low 5.0E-3 c 10 Two-l_.rsonteam,operatorcheck
14. Failureto restore Nominal 5.0E-3 c 10 Single-person,operatorcheck
following maintenance

High 5.0E-2 5 Single'Tpersonrno checks
Low 3.0E-3c 1O Two-personteam,operatorcheck

i5.Failuretolockout ....No..minal5.0E-4 10 Tynicallockoutplan(5to!0,1ockouts)_
_igh- 5.0E-3 I0 Complexlockoutplan(IftoI00lockouts)

......_ Low 1.0E-4 I0 Simplelockoutplan(Ito4 lockouts) .....
16.Chemicaladditionor Nominal 3.0E-3 10 Typicalprocess
elutionerror

I-liJih ._ 3.0E-2 5 Complext _s ] ] ] ........... ' '

Low 3.0E-4 l0 Simple nmcess
17. Transfererror.... Nominal 3.0E-6/ 10 Moderateactivity (10 potential transfers/year)

tank-hd

High-- -3.0E-5/ I0 Highacuity(i00potantialtransfers/year)
tank-hd

l_w 3.0E-7/ 10 Lowm:tivity(1 po_ntial transfer/year)
tank-hd

18.Overfilling of a tank Nominal r5.0E'6/ 1O Moderate activity (10 potential transfers/year)
tank-h d

High 5.0E-5/ 10 High activity (100 potential transfers/year'i--
tank-h d

Low 5.0E-7/ 10 Low activity (1 13otentialtransfer/year) .......
tank-h d

19. Laboratory analysis ' Nominal' 3.0E-4 c 1O Low dependence check
error

High 1.0E-3 10 No check-
Low 3.0E-5 c 10 Zero del_ndence check

20. Failure to verify Nominal 3.0E-2 c 5 Procedure usualiy used, verification
parameterwith
calculation

High 'i 1.0E-1 3 No verification
Low 5.0E-3 c 10 Procedurealmost always used, verification --

II I I BI II i I II i
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Table 4 (conflnued_. Selectionguidelines for,_mmended humanerrorprobabilitiesand .rates
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21. Randomactuation/ Nominal 5.0E-6/h 10 Some activitiescould affect system
shutdownof system iii i [i i i] iii

nigh -- 5.0E-5/h 10 Manyactivitiescould affectsys'tem
Low 5.0E-7/h 10 Almost no activitiescould affect system

22. Vehicle collision"with" Nominal 1E-6hnid 10 Typicalhighwayenvironment
stationaryobject i i i i

-- lE.5/mi d 10 Congestedroad,manyobjects close to road,bad
weather

Low lE_7/mi d 10 Freewayenvironment .........
23'iSingle vehicle ' Nominal 1E-6hnid 10 Typical highway environment
accident

High - ' IE-5/mi d 10 Congestedroad,badweather
I.ow -- 1E.7/mid 10 Freewayenvi'mnment ....

241Vehicle collision with Nominal 1E-6hnid 10 Typical highwayenvironment .....
anothermoving vehicle

High 1E-5/mid 10 Congestedmad, badweatheri ll,l,i i i

Low ........iE7_mi d 10 Freewayenvironment
-25.Droppingofload " Nominal 5.0E-5/ 1O Typicalload......
whenusingforklift operation

e

High 5.0E-4/ I0 Unusual,unevenlybalancedload

operatione
Low 1.0E-5 / lO Standardizedload, spotterpresent

operatione
26.Puncturingofload Nominal 3.0E-5/ I0 Typicalload'....

when using forklift °Ferati°ne
High 3.0E-4/ 10 Unusual,unevenly'balancedloa(l

operatione
Low 5.0E-6/ I0 Standardizedload,spotterpresent

operatione
27.DroPpingofload Nominal I.OE-4/ I0.... Typicalload

whenusingcrane/hoist operatione ....
High 1.0E-3/ I0 Unusual,unevenlybalancedl_d orremotely

operatione operatedcrane/hoists
Low 3.0E-5/ 10 StandardizedIoadlspotterpresent

operatione ,
28. Crane/h0iststrikes Nominal 3.0E-.4/ 10 Typical visil_ility
stationaryobject operatione

High 3.0E-3/ l0 No spotter,low visibility
operatione ..............

Low 3.0E-5/ 10 Spoucrpresent

operatione ,i
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Table 4. (continued)S electron guidelines for recommended human errorprobal_ilities and rates

ii!!i!!iiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!i!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii!!iiii!iiii!!i!!i!i!iiiiiiii!i!i!!i
29. Excavation error Nominal 1.0E-2/ 5 Good review of area

excavation .......
'"High 1.0E-I/ 3 ' Poor review of area

excavation

Low 1.0E-3/ 10 Excellent review of area (survey for
excavation under1_Fonndobjects)

30. Diagnosis error Nominal 1.0E-2 ....5 Knowl_ge-based r30 to !20 minutes
High 1.0E-I 3 Knowledge, based, 10 to 30 minutes

Low 1.0E-3 10 Knowledge.based,greaterthan 120 minutes ....
31. Failure of visual Nominal 1.0E-1 3 Procedure usually followed, event easy to

inspection ..... observe
High 5.0E- i 2 Event difficult to observe
Low 1.0E-2 5 Procedure followed, event easy to observe

(damage very prominent)

32. Failure of manual fire Nominal 1.OE-1 3 Area occupied 80% of time
detection

High 5.0E-i 2 Areaunoccupied

Low 1.0E-2 5 Area occupied 100% of time .....
33. Failure of manual fLre Nominal 3.0E-1 3 Typical fire extinguisher
suppression by occupant , installation/maintenance

High 5.0E-1 2 Poor fire extinguisher installation/maintenance
Low I.OE-I 3 Excellent f'ne extinguisher

,, insmllation/maintenan_
34. Failure of manual fh-e Nominal 1.0E-1 3 Response by 10 minutes_ typical f'u'e
suppression by non- High 3.0E-1 3 Response much longer than 10 minutes, difficuii'
occupant fn'e .....

Low' 3.0E.2 f 5 Response less than 10 minutes, simple fu'e

35, Failure of long-term Nominal 3.0E-3 10 24-48 hours for recovery, simple recovery
accident recovery , actions

Hi_ 1.0E-I 3 Less than 24 hours for recovery
Low 3.0E-5 10 3 - 7 days for recovery, simple recovery actions

a. A lognormaldistributionis assumed. TheEF (errorfactor)is the95thpercentile/50thpercentile(median). To
converta meanvalue to a median,multiplythemeanby thefollowing:

EF Mean-t_-MeditmMpltiolier
I 1.00
2 0.92
3 0.80
5 0.62
10 0.38

b. Formost human errorevents, the nominalcasevalue impliesgood procedures,training, experience,and
environment;the highvalue impliespoor procedures,training,experience, and environment;and the low value implies
excellentprocedures, training,experience, andenvironment.

c. These valuesalreadyinclude recoveries. :..

d. Valuespresentedinclude contributionsfrommechanicalfailures.

e. An operationwas defined as a lift, move, andsettingdown of a load.

f. Not recommended for f'tresin unoccupiedbuildings.
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Failure to use calibrationprocedure

(A)
Errorof commission/omission

usingprocedure)
(B)

End of calibrationbefore/
alter readingscomparison

Use checklist not made (w/o usingprocedure)
(c)

7,1E-3

step in procedure
checkoffincorrectlyused -

list
(E)

Endof calibrationbefore/
after readingscomparison

madestep.,
wath

- long (c) 6.8E-3

Endof calibration
before/after readings

not made
(c)

1.7E-3

Sumof failureDathprobabilities;

Nominal = 7.1E.3 + 6.8E-3 + 1.7E-3 = 1.6E-2

High = 6.4E-2 + 8.2E-3 + 2.0E-3 = 7.4E-2

Low - 7.6E-4 + 3.9E-3 + 9.9E-4 = 5.7E-3

HUMAN ERROR PROBABILITY

NOTE HANDBOOK SOURCE Mean EF

A. Table 20-6, Item 6 .081 5 .05

B. Table 20-7, Item 5 .16 5 .1"

C. Table 20-22, Item 8 .545 5 .5
(reducedto 2)

D. Table 20-6, Item 8 .545 5 .5
(reducedto 2)

E. Table 20-7, Item 4 .025 3 .02*

F. Table 20-7, Item 2 .0075 3 .006*

Median doubledto coverbothtypes of errors.

Figure 1. Nominal Case THERP tree for Miscalibration.
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Failure to use restorationlistprocedure

(A)
Error of commlssion/omlsslon

w/o usingprocedure)
(e)

,ratordoes not detect
errorby testing

rechecklist w/o usingprocedure)
improperly (C)

1,1E-3
(O)

step inprocedure
checkoffincorrectlyused-

list
(E)

does not detect
_rmrbytesting

(c)
-long list' 7.3E-3

_ratordoes notdetect
_rrorby testing

(c)
1.8E-3

Sumof failureoathProbabilities

Nominal = 1.IE-3 + 7.3E-3 + 1.8E-3 = 1.0E-2

High = 6.0E-3 + 1.3E-2 + 3.3E-3 - 2.2E.2

Low - 2.0E-4 + 4.0E-3 + 1.0E-3 - 5.3E-3

HUMAN ERROR PROBABILITY

J_ _ANDBOOK SOURCE l_ EF Median

A. Table 20-6, Item 5 .0125 3 .01

B. Table 20-7, Item 5 .16 5 .1*

C. Table 20-22, Item 8 .545 5 .5
(reducedto 2)

D. Table 20-6, Item 8 .545 5 .5
(reducedto 2)

E. Table 20-7, Item 4 .025 3 .02*

F. Table 20-7, Item 2 .0075 3 .006*

• Median doubledto coverboth typesof errors.

Figure 2. NominalCase THERP tree forfailureto restorefollowingtest.
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WSRC-TR.93-S81

Failure to use maintenanceprocedure
restorationlist

(A)

Errorof commission/omission
no procedure)

(B)
does notdetect

by testing
checklist (no procedure)

impropedy (c)
1.4E-2

Errorof
omissionor

commission
(E)

does notdetect
Errorof by testing

omissionor (c)

(F) _,mmission 2.5E-3
f _Operat0r does notdetect

/ _2_rror by test,ng
6.3E-4

Sum of failureoath Drobahjlitie_

Nominal, 1.4E-2 + 2.5E-3 + 6.3E-4 , 1.7E-2

High . 1.0E-1+4.8E.3+1.2E-3 = 1.1E-1

Low - 2.3E-3 + 1.8E-3 + 4.6E-4 = 4.6E-3

_HUMANERROR PROBABILITY

HANDBOOK SOURCE _ EE

A. Table 20-6, Item 7 .327 5 .3
(reducedto 2)

B. Table 20-7, item 5 .16 5 .1"

C. Table 20-22, Item 8 & 10 .2725 5 .25 =
(reducedto 2) .5/2

D. Table 20-6, Item 8 .545 5 .5
(reducedto 2)

E. Table 20-7, Item 4 .025 3 .02*

F. Table 20-7, Item 2 .0075 3 .006*

* Mediar_._:_ubledto cover bothtypesof errors.

Figure3. Nominalcase THERP tree for failureto restorefollowingmaintenance.
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WSRC-TR-93-$81

/_.N_Failure to use procedure

/ '_/_)'_ilurei°ped°rmcalculati°n)l.,E2

/ _Faiiure to perform

/ .(r_)"_nge verification
7.1E-3

Sum of failurepath probabilities-2.0E-2

HUMAN ERROR PROBABILITY

HANDBOOK SOURCE _ EF

A. Table 20-6, Item 3 .013 3 .01

B. Table 20-10, Item 10 .013 3 .01

C. Table 20-21, Item 4a .545 2 .5

Figure4. Nominal Case THERP tree forfailureto verifyparameterwithcalculation.
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WSRC-TR.93-581

Failure to usewrittenprocedure
underabnormaloperating

conditions

Omitstep w/o usingprocedure

Use 1.1E..3
improperly

Omit step inprocedure
w/checkoff incorrectlyused -

longlist
(D)

7.0E-3

Omit step inprocedure
w/checkoff- long list(E)
1.7E-3

Sumof failureDathorobabilities
Failureto observeevent

(F) Low - 1.1E-3 + 7.0E-3 + 1.7E-3 + 0 = 9.8E-3
0.0

HUMAN ERROR PROBABILITy

NOTE HANDBOOK SOURCE Mean EF Median

A. Table 20-6, Item 4 .0133 10 .005

B. Table 20-7, Item 5 .0805 5 .05

C. Table 20-6, Item 8 .545 5 .5
(reducedto 2)

D. Table 20-7, Item 4 .0125 3 .01

E. Table 20-7, Item 2 .0037 3 .003

F. Ch. 19, p. 12, item 6 0.0 0.0
E

Figure 5. Low Case THERP tree for failureof visualinspection.
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WSRC-TR-93-581

Failure to diagnose event correctly

(A)
Second shift personnelfail to

recoverfrom previousshift's
error

(B)
5.3E-4

Failureto use
writtenproceduredirecting

to mitigativeaction
(c)

Omitstep w/o usingprocedure

(D)
Second shiftpersonnelfailto

recoverfrom previousshift's
error

Failureto use a (B)

checklistproperly 1.6E-4
(E)

mit step in procedure
w/checkoff incorrectly

(F) used-longlist
shiftpersonnelfail to

recoverfrompreviousshift's
in error

w/ (B)

1.1E-3
(G)

Second shiftpersonnelfail to
recoverfrom previousshift's

(B) error

to y 2.7E-4
recoveryaction

(selectwrongvalve)

(H)

Co-workerfailsto check
action

0)
shift failto

frompersonnelrecover previousshift's
error

(B)

2.4E-4

Sum of failureoath probabilities=2.3E-3

Figure6. NominalCase THERP tree for long-termaccidentrecovery.
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WSRC-TR-93-581

HUMAN ERROR pROBABILITY

NOTE HANDBOOK SOURCE Mean EF Median

A. Figure 12-4, Time T .0085 30 .001
= 240 rain., upper bound

B. Table 20-21, Item 2a .0625 3 .05

C. Table 20-6, Item 4 .0161 5 .01
Table 20-16, Item 4a
Table 20-20, Item 5

D Table 20-7, Item 5 .161 5 .1
Table 20-16, Item 4a
Table 20-20, Item 5

E. Table 20-6, item 8 .545 5 .5
(reducedto 2)

F. Table 20-7, Item 4 .0322 5 .02
Table 20-16, Item 4a
Table 20-20, Item 5

G. Table 20-7, Item 2 .0097 5 .006
Table 20-16, Item 4a
Table 20-20, Item 5

H. Table 20-13, Item 3 .0161 5 .01
Table 20-16, Item 4a
Table 20-20, Item 5

I. Table 20-21, Item 4a .545 2 .5

Figure 6. Nominal Case THERP tree for long-termaccident recovery.
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